
 
   
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
There will be a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public 
Library on Thursday, August 18, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library 
at 400 Eau Claire Street, Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 
 

 
AGENDA 

 

1) Member Roll Call 

2) Citizen Comments (limited to 5 minutes per citizen) 

3) Discussion and action on a recommendation to temporarily suspend a customer’s 
library privileges 

4) Approval of Previous Minutes of the Library Board   (Page 1) 

5) Update by and Discussion with Brian Amundson (Director of Public Works, City of 
Eau Claire) regarding the Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront District Project 

6) Communications  

7) Report of the Library Director   (Page 52) 

8) Report of the Library Board President 

9)  Committee Reports  

10) Report from the Friends of the Library 

11)  Report of the Representative to the IFLS Board  

12)  Financial Reports    (Page 64) 

13)  Action on Bills and Claims    (Page 69) 

14)  Statistical Report   (Page 84) 

15)  Consideration of New Business  

a. Discussion and adoption of a 2011 National Friends of Libraries Week 
proclamation   (Page 86) 

 

 



b. Discussion and comment on iPad lending guidelines 

i. 7 Days external loan   (Page 87) 

ii. In-house use   (Page 89) 

iii. Home delivery service   (Page 91) 

c. Discussion and approval of recommended iPad lending agreements 

i. 7 Days external loan    (Page 93) 

ii. 4 Hours in-house use    (Page 94) 

iii. Home delivery service  (Page 95) 

d. Discussion and approval of recommended policy changes: 

i. Circulation of materials and addendum   (Page 96) 

ii. Charges to customers for lost or damaged items   (Page 103) 

iii. Library cards   (Page 105) 

iv. Library cards for institutions   (Page107) 

v. Using other people’s cards for checkout   (Page 108) 

16) Directives from the Library Board of Trustees to the Library Director 

17) Adjournment 
 
In order to accommodate the participation of individuals with special needs at this 
meeting, the Library will provide the services of a sign language interpreter or make other 
reasonable accommodations on request. To make such a request, please notify the Library 
at 715/833.5318 at least two days prior to the meeting. 
 

 
Trustees: If you are unable to attend this meeting, please notify the Library’s 

Administrative Office by calling 715/833.5318 
 



L.E. PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Trustees 

 
A meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library was 
held on Thursday, July 21, 2011 at 5 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library.    
 
Board members present:  Bruce, France, Fraser,  Hauser, Lee, Pavelski, Stelter and 
Wisner.  Board members absent:  Horan and Pagonis.  Staff present:  Depa, Kriese, 
Stoneberg and Troendle.   
 
APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES 
On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Richard Lee, the Board unanimously 
approved the minutes of the June 16, 2011 Board meeting. 
 
COMMUNICATIONS 

 John Stoneberg shared articles including ones on: Keeping Our Message Simple; 
who’s in the Queue?: A Demographic Analysis of Public Access Computer Users and 
Users in U.S. Public Libraries; UN Declares Internet Access a Human Right. What 
Does This Really Mean?; Budget cuts force libraries to re-examine roles; As Wi-Fi 
Havens and E-Book Centers, Public Libraries Aren’t Going Away Soon; 8% of 
Adults Own tablet Devices; and Frequently Asked E-book Questions from Public 
Librarians.  

 
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR 

 John Stoneberg gave an update on the Presto iPads Endeavor (PIE). 
 The new library website should be ready to launch in late August. 
 The MORE Directors Council meeting at which the 2012 MORE budget will be 

voted on will take place on July 22. 
 The six month update on the Strategic plan was shared with the Board. 

  
 REPORT OF THE LIBRARY BOARD PRESIDENT  
  There was nothing to report.  
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
The list of 2011-2012 Library Board committee assignments was reviewed. 
 
 Finance Committee 

 On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Penny France, the Board 
unanimously approved the proposed 2011 Budget as presented.    

 On a motion made by Susan Bruce and seconded by Robert Hauser, the Board 
unanimously approved the proposed 2011 Capital Improvement Plan as 
presented.                                                                                                                                                                                    

  
REPORT FROM THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY 

 The Friends have 698 household members. 
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 John Stoneberg reported on his discussion with the Friends Board regarding future 
library projects that they might want to be involved in financially. 

 A request for $1,500 from the Library to Friends for the September 11, 2011 
programming was approved.  

 
REPORT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE IFLS BOARD 

 The IFLS Board will hold one of their upcoming meetings at the new Roberts Public 
Library. 

 IFLS is currently working on their 2012 budget. 
 Work on the evaluation of John Thompson is underway. 

 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
The Board reviewed the June financial report. 
 
ACTION ON BILLS & CLAIMS 
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Richard Lee, the Board unanimously 
approved the Bills & Claims of June 03-24, 2011 as well as the Supplemental Bills & Claims 
for June. 
 
STATISTICAL REPORT 
The Board reviewed the June statistical report.  
 
MONTHLY POLICY REVIEW  
The Board reviewed the Revoking Library Privileges Policy.  No changes were made.  
 
DIRECTIVES 
None were given. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
On a motion made by Jackie Pavelski and seconded by Robert Hauser, the Board 
unanimously adjourned their meeting at 5:54 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
JACKIE DEPA, 
PURCHASING ASSOCIATE II 
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Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront District Project Comments 
 
City Hall/Library Campus Concept Alternatives 
 
Concept A (Eau Claire Street Remains As Is)  
 
Pros 

 Enhancement would be made to the street, sidewalks, lighting, crosswalks, etc. 
 Doesn’t disturb U.S. Bank property 

 
Cons 

 Doesn’t add parking spaces   
 Doesn’t improve material drops by providing a driver side drop off 

 
Concept B (Maximize Public Parking on Eau Claire Street)  
 
Pros 

 Enhancement would be made to the street, sidewalks, lighting, crosswalks, etc. 
 The street would be widened to accommodate two-way traffic and angle parking on 

both sides that would add 7 more parking spaces (20) than current (13)  
 Redesigned and enhanced library entrance plaza with central sculpture 

 
Cons 

 The new, busier parking environment would make the street less safe because of 
increased congestion, more blind spots and the potential for more accidents with 
cars and with pedestrians (especially with children present)  

 
General Comments: 

 Indented drop off only slightly improves the drop off of materials and people and 
does not provide a driver side book drop off possibility, although parking is primary—
a driver side book drop off is not a deal breaker  

 U.S. Bank property disturbed but remains 
 
Concept C (Town Square)  
 
Pros 

 The area would be reconstructed into a community square/public area between City 
Hall and the Library and the City Hall parking lot would be expanded to the north to 
accommodate the Library, book drop-off and public needs for parking  

 Redesigned and enhanced library entrance  
 Eau Claire Street closed--safer for customers/staff 
 Greatly increases the number of parking spaces (exact additional number unknown 

although appears to be about 37 additional spaces beyond the current Eau Claire 
Street and City Hall parking) 

 Potential for driver side book drop offs (make sure driver side book drops are 
strategically placed to avoid traffic issues) (parking is primary—a driver side book 
drop off is not a deal breaker) 

 Will raise and level the elevation in front of the library, making it easier for customer 
movement (especially the handicapped) and access and movement to and from the 
book drops 
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Cons 
 Eau Claire Street eliminated—inconvenient for drivers 
 Requires purchase and elimination of U.S. Bank property 
 Could be more complicated for customer drop off for some (distance, handicapped, 

families, strollers, etc.) 
 Could be more complicated book drop process (distance, weather, etc.) 
 More complicated for semi-truck deliveries 
 New parking area would appear to have a lot of diverse activity (City Hall, Library, 

materials drop off, parents with strollers, handicapped, etc.) that could generate 
traffic/safety issues (especially with children present) 

 
General Comments: 

 Make sure plaza has as much customer seating and as many electrical outlets (for 
vendors and activities) as possible 

 There will likely be a considerable increase in the operational maintenance and costs 
for a town square configuration 
 

 
08/09/11 
js 
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Summary
American libraries will confront formidable challenges 
during the next few decades of the 21st century. Both 
the media and technologies they deploy will continue the 
digital transformation that has already eroded or swept 
away in years what had lasted for decades or centuries. 
Nor is the rate of change slowing. The new media and 
technologies are enabling a steady f low of genre- and 
usage-changing innovations, and institutions drawing 
on these disruptive changes are competing with the li-
brary in its most fundamental roles. Libraries also are 
challenged by the financial constraints facing the agen-
cies that support them, as well as shifts in the nature 
and needs of library users. If libraries are to evolve rap-
idly enough to meet these challenges, they will have to 
make careful and difficult strategic decisions and per-
severe in implementing those decisions.

Strategies are built on a thoughtful assessment of what 
the future of an organization will look like—which of 
various alternative visions is best suited to its mission 
and the realities it will face. This policy brief is intend-
ed to assist in the development of effective strategies for 
American public libraries by delineating the elements of 
alternative visions for libraries in the coming decades. It 
does not recommend particular visions; rather, it sug-
gests a process libraries can follow to make their own 
strategic choices based on their specific situations. In 
so doing, libraries can convert the challenges outlined 
above into opportunities to make even greater contri-
butions to the individuals and communities they serve.

The focus here is on public libraries. Other types of li-
braries—school libraries (serving grades K through 12), 
academic libraries (serving higher education and research 
institutions), and special libraries (serving business, not-
for-profit, and government organizations)—face many of 
the same challenges as public libraries, and the general 
ways in which they respond will be similar. However, 
their clientele, institutional settings, and purposes are 
different enough to warrant separate treatment in sub-
sequent publications.

Library-a-Go-Go, Contra Costa County Library, Pleasant Hill, Calif.

The Library-a-Go-Go service uses fully automated touchscreen materials-
lending machines to provide stand-alone library services in non-library 
environments. In 2010, the American Library Association’s Office for 
Information Technology Policy formally recognized Library-a-Go-Go as 
a cutting-edge technology service in libraries. For more information, see 
http://ccclib.org/locations/libraryagogo.html. Photo courtesy of the Contra 
Costa County Library.

Alternative Visions for Public 
Libraries of the Future

America’s public libraries, of which there are over 9,000 
(with over 16,000 total facilities), have substantial stra-
tegic autonomy within the overall policy and financial 
guidance set by their communities in addressing the 
needs of their patrons. To meet the challenges they face, 
they must make strategic choices in four distinct dimen-
sions, each consisting of a continuum of choices lying 
between two extremes. Collectively, the choices a li-
brary makes along the four dimensions create a vision 
that it believes will enable it to best serve its patrons and 
its community. The four dimensions are illustrated in 
Figure 1 (on page 19) and described below.

9
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Dimension 1:  Physical to Virtual Libraries

At one extreme of this first dimension lies the case of 
a purely physical library, which has two components—
physical facilities and physical media. The 
purely physical library is no longer strate-
gically realistic. Rather, the most realistic 
extreme at this end of the physical to virtual 
continuum is a physical library that has add-
ed a Web presence to its substantial physical 
facilities and a careful selection of virtual 
media to its extensive physical media hold-
ings, which will probably have become a 
primarily off-site collection held jointly with other li-
braries in its region.

At the other extreme of this dimension lies the case of a 
purely virtual library, which also encompasses “facilities” 
and media. In contrast to the physical library, however, 
it is possible to imagine a realistic purely virtual library 
in which both of these elements become virtual. This 
virtual library’s patrons meet their needs—finding and 
acquiring media, obtaining answers to questions, par-
ticipating in meetings—by accessing the library’s Web 
presence from anywhere via the Internet. This extreme 

characterizes the most dramatic challenge to the pub-
lic library in its current form.

While most public libraries currently operate close to 
the physical end of this spectrum of possibilities, al-
most all are being drawn toward the virtual endpoint 
by the rapid growth in the availability of digital media 
over the Internet. Where along this dimension will li-
braries aspire to operate in the future?

Dimension 2: Individual to Community Libraries

The second dimension is a library’s point of focus for its 
users: individuals or the community. At one extreme of 
this dimension lies the library focused purely on the in-
dividual, satisfying the needs of its clients one by one. 
The furniture and equipment are designed to enable in-
dividuals to find and use library resources in privacy and 
comfort, with minimal distractions, in hushed reading/
viewing rooms. Library staff members are available to 
help each user meet his or her needs, whether for me-
dia or for help in answering a query or creating text or 

digital objects, aided by recommendation 
systems in selecting media for each client 
based on his or her previous choices. In 
addition, this library may offer the use of 
technologies that are unavailable to most 
individuals because of cost or difficulty of 
use, such as book printers, very large dis-
plays, or high-end game machines. Most 
of these services, with the exception of fur-

niture and equipment, may also be provided virtually 
via the Internet.

A library that focuses on the community does so by, 
for example, providing work and meeting spaces for 
community groups; convening groups to work on com-
munity projects, holding events of community interest 
in its rooms; creating and maintaining archives of local 
records, artifacts, and memoirs and memorabilia; and 
organizing displays and exhibits of materials of local 
interest. It, too, may offer advanced and expensive tech-
nologies otherwise unavailable to community members 

The virtual library … 

characterizes the most 

dramatic challenge to 

the public library in its 

current form.
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and groups. These services are available both in the phys-
ical library and, to the extent possible, on the Internet.

Dimension 3: Collection to Creation Libraries

This dimension spans the ways in which the library 
serves its users. At one extreme is the purely collection 
library, a place to come to assimilate information, acquire 
knowledge, enjoy art, and be entertained. Whether in 
physical or virtual form, this library provides ready and 
free access to its collections:  information resources, mu-
sic and visual art, and diverse sources of entertainment 
captured in a range of media. This is the traditional 
role of libraries.

At the other extreme is the creation library, which has 
extended its role and become a place where media con-
veying information, knowledge, art, and entertainment 
are created. Such a library houses a range of specialized 
equipment and facilities to help authors, editors, per-
formers, and other creators prepare new works, alone 
or in groups, in new or old media, for personal use or 
widespread distribution. Its users are well positioned 
to build on the rich base of material readily available 
at the library.

Dimension 4: Portal to Archive Libraries

The final dimension concerns the extent of a library’s 
ownership of the media its patrons access. At one extreme 

lies the portal library, a “window” through which the li-
brary’s patrons can access a vast range of media resources, 
all owned and hosted by other organizations. Such a li-
brary may have a physical facility with network access 
and librarians who assist the patron to find the appro-
priate resources, although it possesses few or no physical 
or virtual media of its own. Because of their minimal 
physical needs, such libraries may be widely dispersed as 
storefronts or offices to malls, office buildings, or local 
government offices, possibly including public schools.

At the other extreme lies the archive library, whose role 
is to possess documentary materials in a range of genres 
and media, whether physical or virtual. A pure archive 
library would resemble a physical rare book library. Local 
public libraries are archive libraries in the sense of pos-
sessing collections of commercial books, magazines, 
CDs, and DVDs, but they may more distinctively be-
come the unique archive for local materials of the kinds 
mentioned for the community library, in both physi-
cal and virtual form. Even among traditional book and 
other media collections, they may become archives for 
specialized genres or topics, serving as the go-to site 
for those materials for other libraries and their patrons.

Strategic Decision Making for Public Libraries

The continuum for each of the above four dimensions 
encompasses the realistic strategic choices for the fu-
ture of public libraries, most of which lie between the 

Photo courtesy of the Asheboro Public Library, Randolph County, N.C., via 
Creative Commons license.
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extremes described. Note that these choices concern the 
way a library is operated, not the specific technologies 
it uses, its financial situation, or the demographics of 
its patrons; therefore, they will be salient for the broad 
range of public libraries well into the future.

Cross-Cutting Themes

A number of themes cut across and inform the four di-
mensions and associated strategic choices:

 • Librarian competencies—Future librarians will be-
come digital media mentors, fluent in the languag-
es and structures of digital documents and data 
and the availability of information resources on the 
Internet and elsewhere. As is the case today, they 
will need to have a good understanding of the us-
ers and the community they serve and their distinc-
tive needs.

 • Collaboration and consolidation—
A steady increase in various forms 
of collaboration and consolidation of 
collections will result from continued 
growth in the volume of library ma-
terials, both physical and digital; the 
shift in user demand from physical to 
digital materials; and financial pres-
sures on libraries.

 • Digitization—The character of near-
ly all future libraries is likely to be 
increasingly digital. The hush of the 
stacks will be replaced by the whir of server racks; 
book checkout will become media download.

 • Personalization and social networking—Systems 
that enable libraries to supplement in-person rec-
ommendations with automatically generated ones 
will become increasingly available. Libraries also 
will use various social networking and messaging 
systems to reach out to their patrons routinely.

 • Archiving and cataloging—Libraries are likely to 
take on the archiving of locally important materi-
als, both for local use and for access via the Internet 
and the Web. These materials may be community 

government records, personal memoirs, or histori-
cal items.

 • Pricing—One significant advantage libraries have 
over their commercial competitors is price; very few 
libraries charge their patrons for access to their ma-
terials and facilities, although they may limit such 
access to residents or users of associated libraries in 
other communities. This is an advantage libraries 
will fight hard to retain.

Key Considerations

In choosing a vision for the future and formulating a 
strategy for its attainment, a library must consider a 
number of key factors.

First, it must clearly establish its mission and goals—
its specific character and the needs of the 
patrons and the community it will strive 
to serve.

Second, it must carefully consider the sig-
nificant external trends and forces that 
will probably affect it in the foreseeable 
future, summarizing them as a set of 
assumptions that is shared by the orga-
nization’s leadership—an explicit view of 
the world.

Third, it must perform a critical assess-
ment of what strengths, or advantages, it 
possesses relative to its likely “competi-

tors.” These strengths encompass both what it does, or 
its core competencies, and what it possesses, or its stra-
tegic assets. Together, these strengths constitute the 
major portion of a view of the library.

Fourth, the library’s vision for the future should be based 
on strategic imperatives that derive from an assessment 
of the view of the world and the view of the library tak-
en together. Strategic imperatives are actions that must 
be taken in light of those realities.

Fifth, based on the strategic imperatives, the library must 
examine the alternative visions for its future, a range of 

This policy brief is 

intended to assist in the 

development of effective 

strategies for American 

public libraries by describ-

ing the space of possible 

alternative visions for 

libraries in the coming 

decades.
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which are described in this policy brief. Then it must 
assess which of those visions respond to the strategic 
imperatives and are feasible given the external environ-
ment (view of the world) and in light of the competition 
as compared with the organization’s strengths (view of 
the library).

Sixth, a decision must be made on the basis of this in-
formation to set the strategic course toward a specific 
vision that combines the strategic choices made along 
each of the four dimensions described above.

Finally, while the strategy is being implemented, the set 
of assumptions represented by the view of the world and 
the view of the library must be monitored. Significant 
changes in those assumptions may warrant a midcourse 
correction in the strategy. Thus, even though it is the 
result of careful thought, no strategy can be considered 
immutable.

Conclusion

The changes confronting public libraries over the next 
30 years will be profound, just as those of the past 30 
years have been. That libraries have responded so ef-
fectively thus far is encouraging, yet it appears that they 
will have to face even more difficult challenges in the fu-
ture. The choices described in this policy brief respond 
to the possible outcomes of the economic, social, and 
technological forces and trends that will affect libraries. 
Yet they all assume that public libraries will continue to 
exist. Unfortunately, it is not impossible to imagine a 
future without libraries. If that is to be avoided so that 
libraries can continue to fulfill their role as guarantors 
of free and unbiased access to information, they must 
play an active role in shaping their future.
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Introduction
American libraries will confront formidable challenges 
during the next few decades of the 21st century. Both 
the media and the technologies they deploy will contin-
ue the digital transformation that has already eroded or 
swept away in years what had been stable for decades or 
centuries. Nor is the rate of change slowing. The new 
media and technologies are enabling a steady f low of 
genre- and usage-changing innovations, and institutions 
drawing on these disruptive changes are competing with 
the library in its most fundamental roles. Libraries also 
are challenged by the financial constraints facing the 
agencies that support them, as well as shifts in the na-
ture and needs of library users. If libraries are to evolve 
rapidly enough to meet these challenges, they will have 
to make careful and difficult strategic decisions and per-
severe in implementing those decisions. In the process, 
they can convert the challenges they face into oppor-
tunities to contribute even more to the individuals and 
communities they serve.

Strategies are built on a thoughtful assessment of what 
the future of an organization will look like—which of 
various alternative visions is best suited to its mission 
and the realities it will face. This policy brief is intend-
ed to assist in the development of effective strategies 
for American public libraries by describing the space of 
possible alternative visions for libraries in the coming 
decades. These visions are not for the near term—with-
in the next few years—but for the longer term—over 
the next few decades—although the first manifesta-
tions of some these future visions are already being seen 
in libraries. To be useful in guiding strategic choices, 
the range of possibilities outlined herein is intended to 
take into account the technological and societal changes 
that are likely to occur over that period, to be consis-
tent with the established values and principles of the 
library community, and to meet the needs of a democratic 
and market-oriented society. The possibilities span the 
range from radical changes in direction to incremental 
modifications of current practice. They are presented as 
building blocks for what could be, not as prescriptions 

for what should be. Recognizing that this range of pos-
sibilities cannot be exhaustive, moreover, an additional 
objective of this publication is to stimulate readers to sug-
gest other visions that should be considered. The role of 
this policy brief in the Program on America’s Libraries 
for the 21st Century (AL21C) of the American Library 
Association’s (ALA) Office for Information Technology 
Policy (OITP) is explained in Box 1.1

This policy brief does not recommend specific visions; 
rather, it describes the way in which these visions can 
be used as part of a library’s strategic decision-making 
process, taking account of its specific circumstances. 
Moreover, the focus here is on public libraries. Other 
types of libraries—school libraries (serving grades K 
through 12), academic libraries (serving higher edu-
cation and research institutions), and special libraries 
(serving business, not-for-profit, and government orga-
nizations)—face many of the same challenges as public 
libraries, and the general ways in which they respond 
will be similar. However, their clientele, institutional 
settings, and purposes are different enough to warrant 
separate treatment in subsequent publications.

The remainder of this policy brief begins by describing 
the key challenges faced by today’s public libraries—a 
view of the world. It then provides an overview of the 
role and functions of public libraries, highlighting alter-
native sources of those functions, enabled by the digital 
and Internet revolutions, with which libraries must com-
pete as their future unfolds—a view of the library. Next, 
the extreme endpoints of four dimensions of choice for 
envisioning the future of public libraries are presented, 
followed by a discussion of the strategic decision mak-
ing in which libraries must engage to determine which 

1 The visions delineated herein were created by the author with the assistance 
of the staff and the AL21C Subcommittee of OITP and reviewers of early drafts 
of this policy brief. It should be noted that OITP is not alone in this focus on the 
future. The visions draw heavily on examples of current innovative projects and 
proposals described in the literature, for which references are given throughout 
this document. OITP also has published a summary of the literature devoted 
to the future state of public, school, academic, and other libraries (Jennifer C. 
Hendrix, Checking Out the Future: Perspectives from the Library Community on 
Information Technology and 21st Century Libraries, Policy Brief No. 2. Washington, 
DC: American Library Association, February 2010).
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choices will define a vision that best enables them to 
meet the needs of their patrons and their communities.

Challenges Facing Today’s Public 
Libraries: A View of the World
Although it is impossible to predict just what the world 
will be like three decades from now, one can identi-
fy some of the trends that will shape that future and 
pose serious challenges to libraries. Four of these trends, 
already influential, appear destined to play a particu-
larly critical role in shaping the future of all libraries: 
continued advances in digital media and technologies, 
heightened competition, demographic transformation, 
and financial constraints.

Continued Advances in Digital 
Media and Technologies 

Virtually all newly published media and a substantial 
portion of previously published media will be available 
in digital form in the coming decades—indeed, generally 
only in that form. Storage, communication, computa-
tion, and display will be enabled by ever more capable 
devices and systems:

 • Storage will be faster, more compact, and less ex-
pensive and available in ever larger sizes. While 2 
or 3 terabytes (TB) is the upper limit of person-
al computer hard drive capacity today, that capacity 
is likely to have reached petabytes (1,000 TB) be-
fore midcentury, enabling personal storage of vast 
libraries of personal and public information and en-
tertainment media.2

 • What is true of storage before midcentury is also 
likely to be true of communication, with afford-
able gigabit per second service reaching almost ev-
erywhere by wire and wirelessly, and computation, 
with multicore processors capable of trillions of op-
erations per second.

2 According to Matt Raymond, writing in the Library of Congress blog on 
February 11, 2009, “the approximate amount of our collections that are digitized 
and freely and publicly available on the Internet is about 74 terabytes.”

 • High-quality, full-color displays are becoming and 
will be ubiquitous, taking a wide range of shapes, 
from watch or wallet size up to wall size. These 
displays will serve, in combination with storage, 
communication, and computation capabilities, as 
entertainment, information, and communication 
devices. These displays will link seamlessly with a 
wide range of primary and complementary services 
accessed via the network.

 • This cloud3 of services, ranging from order-by-the-
slice storage to full systems supporting substantial 
organizational functions, will enable many orga-
nizations to divest themselves of on-site computer 
servers and the associated personnel.

 • Software also will fade from view, being replaced by 
widgets, applications, and services, including a wide 
variety of search and organization tools and social 
networks.

 • New media genres will arise to exploit the full ca-
pabilities of these technologies. Today’s e-book, for 
example, will evolve to incorporate text, graphics, 
audio, video, games, and social interactivity in a hy-
perlinked format, enabling richer instructional ma-
terial and new forms of entertainment and art.

As a further consequence of these changes, the ecosys-
tem of institutions that has produced, distributed, and 
provided access to media of various kinds has been and 
will be further disrupted, with some previously central 
institutions being eliminated and others introduced, and 
with more direct access to the user being enabled.4 For 
libraries, this will continue to mean both new functions 
and new competitors.

Heightened Competition 

Services available via the network will take on many of 
the functions also performed by libraries. The current 

3 The “cloud” is the large variety of network-accessible services, ranging from 
simple storage to systems that support complex organizational functions, that 
can be purchased as needed from organizations responsible for the acquisition 
and operation of information systems. This arrangement relieves organizations 
from having to own and operate their own information systems.
4 This removal of intermediate institutions from a “chain of service” is often 
referred to as “disintermediation.”
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state of that competition is detailed in the next section. 
This competition will only become stronger in the com-
ing decades as the range of media—books, videos, audio 
books, multimedia5—available in digital form grows, 
and the capacity of libraries’ competitors to understand 
and serve their customers’ needs advances through the 
use of both recommendation systems driven by artifi-
cial intelligence and social networks. Search engines and 
other online reference services will continue to grow in 
capability, reach, and ease of use.

Demographic Transformation 

The population of the United States is growing: it is pro-
jected to rise from 309 million in 2010 to 438 million 
in 2050, with about 80 percent of this increase being 
due to immigrants who arrive during that period and 
their U.S.-born descendants. The United States is be-
coming more diverse racially and ethnically: nearly one 
in five Americans is projected to be an immigrant in 
2050, compared with one in eight in 2005. The Hispanic 
population will triple in size and account for most of 
the nation’s population growth, representing almost 30 
percent of the total population in 2050, compared with 

5 “Multimedia” refers to media that integrate text, graphic, audio, and video 
elements.

16 percent in 2009,6,7 whites will be a minority—47 
percent—of the population. Furthermore, the nation’s 
population is aging. By 2050, just over one in five per-
sons will be over 65, a proportion greater than that in 
the state with the largest percentage in 2000—Florida, 
at 17.6 percent.8

Financial Constraints

In 2011 and probably for a large portion of the coming 
decade, governments at every level will face the need to 
cut back services as a result of declining revenues and 
other budgetary pressures. This trend will inevitably 
continue to affect all libraries. Beyond this period, it is 
impossible to project the trajectory of the economy and, 
consequently, the degree to which financial constraints 
will continue to limit library activities.

Of the above four forces, the first two predominate in 
the discussion that follows. The consequences of de-
mographic transformation and financial constraints, in 

6 Jeffrey S. Passel and D’Vera Cohn, U.S. Population Projections: 2005-2050, Pew 
Research Center, February 11, 2008. Available at http://pewhispanic.org/files/
reports/85.pdf [accessed on September 13, 2010]. (Updated with data for 2009 
and 2010 from the 2010 U.S. Census.)
7 A 2007 ALA survey assessed the state of service to non-English speakers 
in U.S. public libraries. See http://www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/offices/olos/
nonenglishspeakers/index.cfm#keyfindings.
8 Laura B. Shrestha, The Changing Demographic Profile of the United States, 
Report No. RL32701, CRS Report to Congress, Congressional Research Service, 
The Library of Congress. Updated June 7, 2006. http://ncseonline.org/NLE/
CRSreports/06Jul/RL32701.pdf [accessed on September 13, 2010].

Box 1. Program on America’s Libraries for the 21st Century

Future libraries will need to incorporate new philosophies, technologies, spaces, and practices to provide the services America’s 

communities need. Accordingly, in 2008 the American Library Association’s Office for Information Technology Policy (OITP) 

created its Program on America’s Libraries for the 21st Century to monitor and evaluate trends in technology and society,a with 

the goal of assisting the library community in shaping its future to best serve the nation. A subcommittee of experts and an OITP 

fellowb were appointed to carry out program activities. To disseminate key results of its work, the subcommittee established 

a series of policy briefs. This publication is the fourth in that series, preceded by Fiber to the Library, Checking Out the Future, 

and There’s an App for That!,c published in 2009 or 2010.

a For additional information see http://www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/offices/oitp/programs/americaslibs/index.cfm.
b Information about the OITP Fellows Program is available at http://www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/offices/oitp/people/oitpfellows/oitpfellows.cfm.
c These publications may be accessed at http://www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/offices/oitp/publications/policybriefs/index.cfm.
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general, will have to be accommodated by each library 
as it develops within its service region, since these broad 
national forces will affect each locale at a different pace 
and with varying strength, and the repertoire of reason-
able responses is relatively clear.

The Role and Functions of Public 
Libraries: A View of the Library
Public libraries play a distinctive and critical role in the 
nation as providers of free and unbiased access to the 
information that is essential to the functioning of a dem-
ocratic and market-oriented society. In carrying out 
this role, the library community has advocated strongly 
against censorship and other means of restricting ac-
cess to information and has fought efforts to invade the 
privacy of library users. At the same time, it has advocat-
ed for free and open access to government information 
and for intellectual property law that balances the in-
terests of producers and consumers of information. It 
has established a culture that places a high value on 

neutrality, credibility, and 
accessibility. And it has 
strived to make as many 
age-appropriate sources 
of information, art, and 
entertainment as possible 
available to its patrons, 
free of charge. The dis-
tinctive and critical role 
of libraries and the library 
community’s values are 
likely to remain constant 
in the future, undergird-
ing libraries’ responses to 
the societal, economic, 
and technological chang-
es they will face.

In carrying out their role 
in society, libraries serve a 
number of key functions:

 • Collect—Select, acquire, organize, curate, retain, 
and maintain collections of physical media, includ-
ing text, audio, video, and multimedia, and virtual 
collections of online media.

 • Circulate—Provide media from its physical col-
lections to library patrons and to other libraries, or 
provide access to selected online resources to which 
the library subscribes.

 • Borrow—Obtain media from other libraries for lo-
cal patrons.

 • Catalog—Create a catalog or catalogs of the li-
brary’s physical collections or create portals to on-
line collections of materials especially relevant to 
the library’s patrons.

 • Provide access to catalogs—Enable patrons to ac-
cess catalogs of other libraries’ collections or other 
libraries’ topical portals.

 • Provide reference service—Help patrons find infor-
mation both in locally maintained collections of ma-
terials and in the many resources available online.

Seattle Public Library, Main Branch. Courtesy of Bobak Ha’Eri via Creative Commons license.
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 • Offer reader advice—Recommend reading or view-
ing appropriate to a patron’s interests, age, and ca-
pabilities (including service to those who are blind 
or print disabled.)

 • Provide access to computers, the Internet, and ad-
vanced media technologies—Offer patrons access 
to computers and the Internet with basic techni-
cal support, as well as to other current technologies 
(for example, for recording, displaying, editing, and 
printing media), which are inaccessible to many be-
cause of cost or lack of knowledge. Serve as “me-
dia spaces” so patrons can freely engage with a wide 
range of local and Internet-based media—games, e-
books, audio, video, and multimedia.

 • Serve children—Develop and offer special services, 
such as story times, for children.

 • Serve teenagers and young adults—Develop and of-
fer special services, such as selected media collec-
tions, social groups, readings, presentations, and 
performances, for teenagers and young adults.

 • Serve adults—Develop and offer special services, 
such as lectures, literacy programs, and training, for 
adults.

 • Provide exhibit space and offer programs and ex-
hibits—Organize special programs and exhibits, in 
house and online, attuned to the interests of the lo-
cal community. Some of these may be age neutral; 
others may target specific age groups or others, such 
as Spanish-language speakers.

 • Provide reading rooms—Offer a quiet, safe place 
to browse for and use media from the local collec-
tions and to work individually on homework or oth-
er projects.

 • Provide meeting rooms and convene meetings—
Offer spaces for meetings of patrons, and convene 
meetings on subjects of interest to the community.

 • Serve as a community center and symbol—Provide 
a facility for community gatherings, and symbolize 
the community’s commitment to accessibility of in-
formational and cultural materials for all.

Each of these functions is discussed in turn below. The 
ways in which these functions are served by libraries is 
compared with the ways they are served by alternative 
sources, enabled by the digital and Internet revolutions. 
What are the library’s competitive advantages?

Collect

Amazon’s Kindle reader can wirelessly access more than 
800,000 e-books,9 as well as a large number of mag-
azines and newspapers, wherever the reader may be. 
(E-readers from Borders, Barnes & Noble, Sony, and 
others also offer convenient access to large collections of 
e-books.) This number of materials is far greater than all 
but the largest public libraries can stock. Alternatively, 
customers can order hard copies of the books they want 
from Amazon.com, Alibris, Powell Books, or other on-
line suppliers and have them delivered in a few days. 
Google is in the process of scanning millions of the 
books in several university and other major libraries and 
has made nearly 3 million of these books available for 
download to various e-reading alternatives.10 Audible.
com has more than 85,000 audio books11 available for 
download. Netf lix has more than 100,000 DVD ti-
tles for mail delivery, more than 12,000 of which can 
be accessed instantly over the Internet.12 iTunes and 
Rhapsody make available more than 13 million songs 
and podcasts, as well as a selection of television shows 
and movies, via the Internet.13 In summary, a potential 
library patron with a computer and an Internet con-
nection, as well as an iPad, Kindle, or other e-reader, 
can already gain access to far more books, videos, and 
music than any public library can provide. In contrast 

9 According to the Amazon website, www.amazon.com [accessed on January 25, 
2011].
10 According to the Google books website, books.google.com/eBooks [accessed 
on February 3, 2011].
11 According to the Audible website, www.audible.com [accessed on January 25, 
2011].
12 As reported in a Netflix press release on August 6, 2009, “Netflix Announces 
Authorization of New $300 Million Stock Buyback,” http://netflix.mediaroom.
com/index.php?s=43&item=323.
13 Rhapsody has 10 million songs available according to its website, www.
rhapsody.com/about-us#about [accessed on January 25, 2011]. The iTunes 
website, http://www.apple.com/iTunes/what-is/ [accessed on January 25, 2011], 
states that 13 million songs are available.
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to public libraries, almost all of these services exact a 
fee for the media they provide, but this cost is likely to 
continue to decline over time. A few free services, such 
as Project Gutenberg,14 offer access to books that are 
out of copyright; however, their offerings are necessar-
ily limited. Thus it would appear that this fundamental 
function of all current public libraries is challenged by 
these Internet alternatives.

The public library, however, does have advantages over 
other sources providing this function. First, it does not 
charge for its services (with a few exceptions). Second, its 
offerings have been selected with the specific needs and 
tastes of the library’s patrons and community in mind. 
Third, the holdings can be seen, felt, and sampled before 
being selected. Fourth, the media are available imme-
diately and locally (unless they have been checked out). 
Finally, the library’s members can obtain free access to 
information resources for which there is otherwise a 
charge (such as business and other databases requiring 
subscriptions). Exploiting these advantages in the fu-
ture may entail substantial changes in library facilities 
and operations, which are considered below.

Circulate

Each of the library alternatives discussed above, ex-
cept one, handles circulation in the same way—via the 
Internet or the cell phone network (Kindle and iPad), 
and since all their media are sold or licensed, there is 
no need to charge them out or require their return. The 
one partial exception is Netflix, which allows its DVD 
customers to keep a fixed number of discs indefinitely 
and pays the postage both ways, and therefore must keep 
a record of its users’ holdings.15 Thus, Netflix’s DVD 
rental is the only alternative source that involves the ex-
pense to the library or the inconvenience to the patron 
of maintaining a record of who has charged out each 
book, CD, or DVD and of following up if the items are 
14 http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Main_Page [accessed on May 13, 2011].
15 However, Netflix’s Instant Play option enables the viewer to select a video 
from the queue and stream it immediately on the computer or television, thus 
obviating the need for checkout and return of a physical DVD. This is likely to 
become the dominant form of distribution for videos and films, as it is already 
for e-books on Kindle and other e-readers.

not returned on time. The library also has the disad-
vantage, mentioned above, that an item desired by one 
patron may already have been checked out by another, 
although at least one e-media model allows multiple pa-
trons to check out the same materials, up to some limit 
per time period.16

A major advantage of the library for many patrons, how-
ever, is that it lends most of its media at no cost. For 
individuals and families at the lower end of the finan-
cial spectrum, this opens up a world of free information 
and entertainment that commercial online services, such 
as Amazon, the iTunes store, and Netflix, generally do 
not provide. Moreover, even those who can afford to 
buy books and other media do not always want to own 
them. They may prefer temporary use of, for example, 
popular novels, how-to books, heavily illustrated art 
books, or children’s books. Those pursuing research 
projects involving short-term access to many different 
materials are particularly ill served by a purchase model. 
Libraries also have been able to respond in part to their 
Web-based competitors by providing similar, although 
currently more limited, services. By contracting with 
OverDrive,17 for example, public libraries currently are 
able to offer their users up to 100,000 digital media—
audiobooks, e-books, music, and videos—downloadable 
from customized websites integrated with their own. 
(However, see Box 2 on page 16 for a discussion of the 
issues arising from some publishers restrictions on the 
use of e-books, in particular.)

Some online, noncommercial services offer free access to 
digital media. Project Gutenberg, mentioned previously, 
has a catalog of 30,000 books that are out of copyright in 
the United States available free for download in a variety 
of e-book formats, suitable for computers, cell phones, 
and other devices. Libraries can readily offer their pa-
trons access to the e-books, which include many classics 
but few recently published books.

16 Freegal, which is offered by LibraryIdeas, is a music download service that 
enables multiple simultaneous checkouts.
17 See http://www.overdrive.com/about/default.asp [accessed on January 21, 
2011].
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Borrow

By making use of interlibrary loans, local libraries can 
effectively increase the size of their physical holdings, al-
though at the cost of a delay in availability to the patron. 
Of the alternative services, only Netflix and Amazon 
(selling physical books) may involve a delay in avail-
ability to their customers. For Kindle, Audible, iTunes, 
and Rhapsody, delivery is virtually instantaneous, and 
as noted above, since the media are digital, there is no 
restriction on the availability of popular materials.

Catalog and Provide Access to Catalogs

The card catalog and its now common digitized version 
have served the library patron well, especially when the 
library also offers access to other libraries in the state or 
region and to national resources, such as the Library of 
Congress. Library catalogs also adhere to common top-
ical taxonomies, which are hierarchically structured and 
relatively easy to understand and use (for most patrons). 
In contrast, alternative media providers usually allow for 
only author, title, and keyword (index term) searches. 
Unlike most libraries, however, they also often use more 
or less sophisticated recommendation systems (Netflix 
and Amazon in particular) that suggest media of 
possible interest on the basis of previous choices 
and user ratings (discussed below). Alternatively, 
many consumers prefer to use Google (or other) 
keyword searches to find the media they desire, 
which they can then obtain either from one of 
the alternative providers or from their local pub-
lic library.

Provide Reference Service

The availability of trained and experienced ref-
erence librarians has been one of public libraries’ 
most valued services. In the past, reference librar-
ians relied heavily on the materials available at the 
library to help patrons. With the development of 
online services, reference librarians have extend-
ed their domain to include assistance to patrons in 
conducting Web-based searches. Generally, their 

advantage has been their familiarity with the basic on-
line services and awareness of more specialized services 
(such as those provided by the Internal Revenue Service, 
Lexis/Nexis, or financial databases available only by 
subscription).

Reference services are likely to continue to be valued by 
patrons who search infrequently on the Internet or who 
need to find highly specialized or authoritative infor-
mation. As the generation of “digital natives” matures 
and search engines steadily improve, however, an in-
creasingly large proportion of potential library patrons 
will have used Internet-based reference tools frequent-
ly since their early school years. They are likely to place 
fewer demands on reference librarians in their local pub-
lic library. Nevertheless, there will still be many who, 
despite their digital prowess, are not adept at finding, 
selecting, and evaluating the ever more numerous infor-
mation sources available through the Web; others who, 
while adept in some topic areas, may not be familiar 
with other areas that become important for them; and 
still others who, while skilled researchers, would rather 
save their valuable time by having others locate the ma-
terials they need. For such patrons, reference librarians 

Orange County Library System’s “Shake It” app for mobile devices. In 2011, OITP 
formally recognized Shake It as a cutting-edge technology service in libraries. For 
more information, see http://www.ocls.info/downloadables/mobileapps.asp.
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are likely to remain a valuable resource, particularly as 
they become more accessible through social network-
ing, texting, and chat services.

Offer Reader Advice

As noted above, many of libraries’ commercial com-
petitors incorporate in their services recommendation 
software that analyzes users’ previous acquisitions and 
their ratings of those materials to propose addition-
al materials that may be of interest. Both Netflix and 
Amazon have highly developed systems of this type. 

Although the personal and localized advice that can be 
offered by librarians familiar with their patrons is dif-
ficult to match, these commercial automated systems 
reach a much larger audience, generally with greater im-
mediacy. In response, libraries are experimenting with 
library-based recommendation systems18 that make use 
of user ratings and comments. Libraries also are publish-
ing recommended reading lists and featured titles online.

18 M. Monnich and M. Spiering, “Adding Value to the Library Catalog by 
Implementing a Recommendation System,” D-Lib Magazine 14, No. 5/6 (May/
June 2008).

Box 2.  E-Books: License or Purchasea

A fundamental issue that must be resolved if libraries are to compete effectively in the digital era is the nature of their possession 

and use of digital or e-media. Each physical book, audio book, CD, or DVD purchased by a library can be loaned innumerable 

times, limited only by the physical fact that only one person can borrow it at a time. Consequently, libraries ordinarily purchase 

multiple copies of popular books or other physical media and sometimes replace them as they wear out from use. 

However, digital media are not subject to these physical limitations. A library may possess just one original e-book, yet it can 

theoretically be loaned to numerous users, simultaneously, and it never wears out. This makes the free copy available from 

the library a more significant potential competitor for a commercial publisher’s paid offerings, books or e-books, available 

from physical and online bookstores. 

In response, book publishers are making their digital media available to libraries only through licenses, with various restrictions 

on their use. Most publishers have restricted licensed e-books to one user at a time. However, HarperCollins has gone further, 

announcing that its e-books will be allowed to circulate only 26 times before the license expires and a new license, at a reduced 

price, must be purchased.b Two other publishers, Macmillan and Simon and Schuster, still do not allow libraries to circulate 

their e-books at all. This issue is likely to be resolved only after publishers test a variety of different models of licensing and 

ownership.  Nevertheless, some compromise arrangement will probably evolve over time that, with good will on both sides, 

may become the basis for a mutually satisfactory agreement, legal or consensual. Unless such an agreement is reached, libraries 

may be unable to meet their patrons’ needs for e-books at a reasonable cost, leading to a reduction in the number of e-books 

available and to extended waits for those that are. 

A related issue is that faced by Google in its attempt to scan millions of books from major libraries and make their digital versions 

widely available to libraries and others. This attempt foundered in part (in early 2011) on arrangements for compensating 

authors of “orphan” works—those for which the owner of the copyright is unclear or unknown. When (or if)  the outstanding 

issues are resolved, a large body of books may be available from Google to libraries and the public.c

a The issues faced by public libraries in dealing with e-books, in particular, are addressed in COSLA: An eBook Feasibility Study for Public Libraries, PinPointLogic, 
Version 1, June 30, 2010.
b Josh Hadro, “HarperCollins Puts 26 Loan Cap on Ebook Circulations,” Library Journal, February 25, 2011.
c Jennifer Howard, “Judge Rejects Settlement in Google Books Case, Saying It Goes Too Far,” The Chronicle of Higher Education, March 22, 2011, http://chronicle.
com/article/Judge-Rejects-Settlement-in/126864/ [accessed on May 10, 2011].
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Provide Access to Computers, the Internet, 
and Advanced Media Technologies

With the increasing penetration of computers19 and 
broadband Internet access into homes (and almost 
complete penetration into businesses), the demand for 
libraries to provide anything other than wireless access 
to the Internet as a convenience to laptop-bearing pa-
trons appears fated to decrease steadily (although it has 
continued to grow over the past decade). Yet there will 
continue to be some patrons whose personal situation 
prevents them from acquiring a computer, along with 
the necessary software, peripherals, and Internet access. 
For them, the library will be where they can go to catch 
up with their e-mail and social networks, search for in-
formation, write and submit resumés, follow the news, 
find or list objects for sale, watch videos, or do any of 
the myriad other things enabled by the computer and 
the Web. In fact, during the recent recession, “nearly 
one-third of the U.S. population over the age of 14 used 
library Internet computers and those in poverty relied 
on these resources even more.”20

Serve Children

In many libraries, story time and other events designed 
to educate, inform, and entertain children are extreme-
ly popular and highly valued. For example, these events 
provide a path to early literacy for children not enrolled 
in formal preschools. Moreover, while there are al-
ternatives, such as television programs and children’s 
videos, the opportunity for children to get out of the 
home and for parents to meet other parents undoubtedly 
makes this service especially welcome to many patrons. 
Furthermore, these events provide the opportunity for 
children to play together, enabling them to develop so-
cial skills from an early age. And for some children, the 
library serves as a place of refuge, away from the stresses 

19 In 2009, 69 percent of households had Internet access at home (U.S. Census 
Bureau, Current Population Survey, October 2009).
20 Samantha Becker, Michael D. Crandall, Karen E. Fisher, Bo Kinney, Carol Landry, 
and Anita Rocha, Opportunity for All: How the American Public Benefits from 
Internet Access at U.S. Libraries, IMLS-2010-RES-01, Washington, DC: Institute of 
Museum and Library Services, p. 1.

of school, playground, and home, where they are accept-
ed and treated as worthy individuals.

Serve Teenagers and Young Adults

For many teenagers and young adults, the library is a 
comfortable place to do homework and find informa-
tion for class assignments, as well as a point for social 
contact and group activities. Many libraries have teen 
programs that enhance the library experience by, for ex-
ample, offering poetry slams and musical performances, 
anime clubs, homework help, classes on SAT prepa-
ration and financial aid, media creation facilities, and 
gaming nights.21 Many teens have alternative ways to 
obtain some or all of these services, by using online ser-
vices at home, meeting at recreation centers or other 
public places, or using shops or malls as meeting places. 
Nonetheless, libraries have the advantage of offering a 
safe, neutral, and flexible environment that many teens 
and their parents strongly prefer.

Serve Adults

Libraries provide a wide range of services aimed at adults, 
ranging from film shows to invited speakers, who are 
often local authors. They also teach literacy skills and 
offer services to help in searching for employment, com-
pleting unemployment insurance applications, finding 
books and courses on new skills and new careers, and 
simply enabling adults to have a quiet place to read or 
relax. Many offer courses in the use of information tech-
nologies. Although local community colleges and other 
community organizations can offer some of these ser-
vices, libraries have the advantage of f lexibility; easy 
accessibility; low or nonexistent fees; and ready access 
to information resources, including computers and the 
Internet.

Provide Exhibit Space and Offer 
Programs and Exhibits

Libraries increasingly are offering programs (speak-
ers, films, panels) and exhibits (books, art, historical 
21 These examples were drawn from the Seattle Public Library, http://www.spl.
org/default.asp?pageID=info_attend_teen [accessed on July 29, 2010].
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materials) that respond to local needs and interests. 
These offerings draw people into the library while 
serving an important local cultural and social func-
tion. Although other venues, such as local historical 
societies, art galleries, and museums, also perform this 
function, libraries can focus their efforts on subjects that 
meet specific needs of their patrons and are not covered 
by these other venues.

Provide Reading Rooms

For many reasons, libraries provide a welcome and 
welcoming space for reading, thinking, writing, and 
daydreaming. Generally, in contrast to the home, the li-
brary offers an environment where sources of information 
or entertainment can be viewed without distraction. For 
those who need them, they often have copiers, printers, 
computers, wireless networks, and Internet access. In 
most communities, there is no alternative to this com-
bination of assets, although the local coffee shop is a 
partial substitute, at least for those with a laptop or a 
printed document to read. (Today, many libraries are 
adding coffee shops to their facilities both for their pa-
trons’ convenience and for income.)

Provide Meeting Rooms and Convene Meetings

Some libraries have meeting rooms available for their 
own use when convening meetings, bringing in speakers, 
or presenting talks on locally important topics. These fa-
cilities also can be made available to local organizations 
for appropriate meetings. Alternatives are available in 
public buildings (schools, city halls) and private build-
ings (hotels, office buildings), but often for a fee.

Serve as a Community Center and Symbol

Other community entities, such as schools and municipal 
buildings, can serve as community centers, generally 
with larger meeting facilities. However, the library of-
ten provides better equipped, more flexible facilities for 
a diverse range of community activities. Furthermore, 
the library is a unique symbol of the extent of a com-
munity’s commitment to the informational, educational, 

and cultural values it represents. This is one function 
for which alternatives are difficult to find.

The Advantages of Public Libraries: Summary

As the above discussion has shown, strong alternatives 
for most of the key functions of libraries already exist, 
and they are steadily gaining users. Moreover, it is highly 
likely that they will continue to grow in number and af-
fordability and that even more alternatives will emerge. 
What, then, are the advantages of public libraries in this 
increasingly competitive environment? The advantag-
es that will allow libraries to thrive in the first half of 
the 21st century are the same qualities that have helped 
them survive and flourish in the face of the technolog-
ical revolutions of the second half of the 20th century. 
They include the following:

 • People—People are the library’s greatest advantage. 
The library’s staff of professionals are available to 
provide unbiased service to individuals at no charge 
and often with little or no delay. They have no com-
mercial or political incentives affecting their advice, 
adhere to a professional code of ethics, and gen-
erally are experts in one or more segments of the 
library’s collections. They play an active role in cre-
ating the collections; in arranging for speakers, con-
vening events, and organizing exhibits; in selecting 
technology to meet user needs and offering train-
ing in its use; in organizing services to meet user 
needs; and in general, in fashioning the library to 
serve its patrons and its community. These profes-
sionals will serve as the library’s driving force for 
adaptive change.

 • Place—Most libraries offer the advantage of place—
physical facilities that are quiet, private, and com-
fortable for reading and reflection, as well as meeting 
places for small or large groups. These facilities ex-
ist today in many libraries throughout the country, 
representing a valuable physical infrastructure.

 • Price—Virtually all public libraries provide services 
to their patrons at no charge, a price that it is diffi-
cult for their commercial competitors to meet, ex-
cept with the help of advertisements.
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 • Principles—The principles that guide almost all li-
braries and librarians—freedom of access to a di-
verse range of information, privacy with respect 
to information about patrons and the media they 
use, and unbiased assistance and recommenda-
tions—often are taken for granted until they are 
challenged. They represent a distinct advantage 
of libraries. Indeed, libraries are the most trusted 
sources of information according to a 2007 survey 
of 1,700 adults.22

 • Pride—Most public libraries are the source and 
subject of community pride. Where funds are avail-
able, this pride often is displayed through the quali-
ty of the building and its facilities. More important, 
pride shows in the highly favorable attitudes most 
community members have toward their (general-
ly) noncontroversial libraries. The public library is 
a governmental service that is nonbureaucratic and 
easy to access and use.

 • Package—One overall advantage libraries have had 
to date is that they have combined all of their infor-
mation, education, and entertainment functions in 
one package.

What packages will be most viable and desired by com-
munities and users in the future? In light of the continued 
improvements achieved by their competitors, what op-
tions do libraries have for continuing to provide valuable 
and valued services to their patrons and communities? 
In the next section, a number of these alternative visions 
are described and considered.

Alternative Visions for Public 
Libraries of the Future—
Strategic Choices
America’s public libraries, of which there are over 9,000 
(with over 16,000 total facilities), have substantial stra-
tegic autonomy within the overall policy and financial 
guidance set by their communities in addressing the 

22 J-M Griffiths and D. W. King, InterConnections: The IMLS National Study on the 
Use of Libraries, Museums and the Internet, February 2008. Available at http://
www.interconnectionsreport.org/reports/overviewreport022908.pdf.

needs of their patrons. To meet the challenges they face, 
they must make strategic choices in four distinct dimen-
sions, each consisting of a continuum of choices that lies 
between two extremes. Collectively, the choices a library 
makes along each of the four dimensions create a vision 
that it believes will enable it to best serve its patrons and 
its community. The four dimensions are illustrated in 
Figure 1 and described below.

Dimension 1: Physical to Virtual Libraries

At one extreme of this first dimension lies the case of 
a purely physical library, which has two components—
physical facilities and physical media. The purely physical 
library is no longer strategically realistic. Rather, the 
most realistic extreme at this end of the physical to vir-
tual dimension is a physical library that has added a 
Web presence to its substantial physical facilities and a 
careful selection of virtual media to its extensive phys-
ical media holdings, which will probably have become 
a primarily off-site collection held jointly with other li-
braries in its region.

Figure 1. The visions for public libraries of the future will consist of strategic 
choices along four distinct dimensions, each encompassing a continuum of 
possibilities lying between two extremes. Illustration by Jennifer Bishop.
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At the other extreme of this dimension lies the case of a 
purely virtual library, which also encompasses “facilities” 
and media. In contrast to the physical library, however, 
it is possible to imagine a realistic purely virtual library 
in which both of these elements become virtual. This 
virtual library’s patrons meet their needs—finding and 
acquiring media, obtaining answers to questions, par-
ticipating in meetings—by accessing the library’s Web 
presence from anywhere via the Internet. This extreme 
characterizes the most dramatic challenge to the pub-
lic library in its current form.

While most public libraries currently operate close to 
the physical end of this spectrum of possibilities, al-
most all are being drawn toward the virtual endpoint 
by the rapid growth in the availability of digital media 
over the Internet. Where along this dimension will li-
braries aspire to operate in the future?

Dimension 2: Individual to 
Community Libraries

The second dimension is a library’s 
point of focus for its users: individu-
als or the community. At one end of 
this dimension lies the library focused 
purely on the individual, satisfying the 
needs of its clients one by one. The 
furniture and equipment are designed 
to enable individuals to find and use library resources 
in privacy and comfort, with minimal distractions, in 
hushed reading/viewing rooms. Library staff members 
are available to help each user meet his or her needs, 
whether for media or for help in answering a query or 
creating text or digital objects, aided by recommenda-
tion systems in selecting media for each client based 
on his or her previous choices. In addition, this library 
may offer the use of technologies that are unavailable 
to most individuals because of cost or difficulty of use, 
such as book printers, very large displays, or high-end 
game machines. Most of these services, with the excep-
tion of furniture and equipment, may also be provided 
virtually via the Internet.

A library that focuses purely on the community does 
so by, for example, providing work and meeting spac-
es for community groups; convening groups to work on 
community projects, holding events of community in-
terest in its rooms; creating and maintaining archives 
of local records, artifacts, and memoirs and memora-
bilia; and organizing displays and exhibits of materials 
of local interest. It, too, may offer advanced and expen-
sive technologies otherwise unavailable to community 
members and groups. These services are available both 
in the physical library and, to the extent possible, on 
the Internet.

Dimension 3: Collection to Creation Libraries

This dimension spans the ways in which the library 
serves its users. At one extreme is the purely collection 

library, a place to come to assimilate 
information, acquire knowledge, en-
joy art, and be entertained. Whether 
in real or virtual form, this library 
serves the traditional role of libraries 
by providing ready and free access to 
its collections. 

At the other extreme is the creation li-
brary, which has extended its role and 
become a place where media convey-
ing information, knowledge, art, and 

entertainment are created using the library’s specialized 
equipment and facilities. Its users are well positioned 
to build on the rich base of material readily available 
at the library.

Dimension 4: Portal to Archive Libraries

The final dimension concerns the extent of a library’s 
ownership of the media its patrons access. At one ex-
treme lies the pure portal library, a “window” through 
which the library’s patrons can access a vast range of 
media resources, all owned and hosted by other organi-
zations. Such a library may have a physical facility with 
network access and librarians who assist the patron to 
find the appropriate resources, although it possesses 

The creation library has 

extended its role and become a 

place where media conveying 

information, knowledge, art, 

and entertainment are created 

using the library’s specialized 

equipment and facilities.
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few or no physical or virtual media of its own. Because 
of their minimal physical needs, such libraries may be 
widely dispersed as storefronts or offices to malls, office 
buildings, or local government offices, possibly includ-
ing public schools.

At the other extreme lies the pure archive library, whose 
role is to possess documentary materials in a range of 
genres and media, whether physical or virtual. A pure 
archive library would resemble a physical rare book li-
brary. Local public libraries are archive libraries in the 
sense of possessing collections of commercial books, 
magazines, CDs, and DVDs, but they may more distinc-
tively become the unique archive for local materials of 
the kinds mentioned for the community library, in both 
physical and virtual form. Even among traditional book 
and other media collections, they may become archives 
for specialized genres or topics, serving as the go-to site 
for those materials for other libraries and their patrons.

Eight Cases

The eight cases that follow describe in more detail the 
eight extreme points of the four dimensions described 
above, modified to ref lect the inability in practice to 
implement these cases in their purest form. The cases 
are intended to sharpen appreciation of the choice that 
must be made in each dimension by contrasting its two 
extremes.

 The Physical Library

The libraries of 1960 and 2010 differ considerably in the 
range of media they collect, the way they provide basic 
services, the skills required of librarians, and the variety 
of services offered. Yet they have certain key common-
alities as well that, despite 50 years of dramatic changes 
in technology, the economy, and society, have enabled 
libraries to evolve relatively smoothly to meet the con-
tinuing and expanding needs of their patrons.23 Thus 

23 According to ALA’s report The Condition of U.S. Libraries, 1999-2009, public 
library usage and expenditures continued to grow, at least during the latter 
part of that period, despite the increasing penetration of the Internet. See 
http://www.ala.org/ala/research/librarystats/librarymediacenter/Condition_of_
Libraries_1999.20.pdf [accessed on May 13, 2011].

it is not unreasonable to contemplate a library of 2030 
or even 2060 that, while undoubtedly deploying an ar-
ray of technological tools and collecting and providing 
access to an ever-wider range of media, remains at its 
core a physical library that would be recognized as such 
by a traveler from 2010.

Yet this library of the future would not be limited to 
physical media. Such a library, although housed in a 
physical building, would necessarily rely on the then-
current Internet and its likely very high-bandwidth 
connectivity to provide its patrons access to virtual re-
sources of considerable richness, guided by a cadre of 
librarians with deep knowledge of those resources and 
when and how to use them. Since almost all of this 
library’s patrons would have broadband access to the 
Internet themselves, including the ability to interact with 
Internet “guides” anywhere in the world, the local phys-
ical library would have to develop its own advantages.

One of those advantages might be the sponsorship of lo-
cal, in-person social networking at the library building. 
By 30 to 50 years from now, digital social networking is 
likely to have evolved into a rich experience with high-
quality video connectivity. Even then, however, people 
may still desire the experience of in-person networking 
for a variety of purposes. The library might organize or 
simply offer itself as the venue for groups that want to 
assemble for some purpose—from future-media versions 
of book clubs, to groups of parents who want to discuss 
childrearing issues, to travel and adventure planning. 
Some of these meetings might include participants from 
elsewhere brought in via the then-current Internet and 
displayed life size on the library’s screen.24

Furthermore, financial constraints and the likely re-
duction in demand for physical media—books, CDs, 
DVDs—may lead to modification of existing interlibrary 
loan systems. Fewer physical books or other media may 
be held in each physical library and more in just one or 
several libraries from which they can be obtained in a 

24 Some libraries are currently bringing speakers in via the Internet. See, for 
example, http://www.nowplayingnashville.com/event/detail/162293/Skype 
Sessions Anne Rice [accessed on May 13, 2011].
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day or so via interlibrary loan. Each library may focus its 
collections on specific fields, depending in part on local 
conditions, so that, for example, one library may hold 
mystery books and audio books and DVDs of mystery 
films, while others may hold science fiction or romance 
media. Under this strategy, local librarians can be deeply 
knowledgeable about the subjects of their library’s spe-
cial collections.25 Another variation on this approach 
would be for libraries in a region to purchase jointly a 
significant portion of their physical holdings and con-
solidate them in a shared off-site facility that would ship 
them directly to users upon request (as some university 
libraries are already doing). This strategy would open 
up library space for other uses, such as those suggested 
below for individual- or community-focused libraries.

Thus in this modified case of a purely physical library, 
the library’s facilities remain physical, but the media it 
offers its patrons are likely to have left the building, re-
turning by courier from other facilities or, more likely, 
arriving via the Internet.

 The Virtual Library

The case at the opposite extreme of the physical/virtu-
al dimension assumes that further advances in digital 
technologies and the resulting institutional and econom-
ic changes will lead to a fundamental transformation of 
almost all libraries. In this case, libraries rethink each 
of their functions, including contact with their patrons, 
and to the extent possible, move it into the digital do-
main. Where once there was a building, there is now an 
elaborate Web presence, deploying all the virtual servic-
es available—websites, social media, instant messaging, 
video conferencing, and so on. This virtual library’s pa-
trons meet their needs—finding and acquiring media, 
obtaining answers to questions, participating in meet-
ings—by accessing its website via the Internet. This 
extreme case characterizes the most dramatic challenge 
to the public library in its current form.
25 The Denver Public Library, for example, has focused on four areas of service—
contemporary, family, children’s, and language and learning—designed to serve 
different segments of its constituency. See http://www.libraryjournal.com/
article/CA6290565.html [accessed on May 13, 2011].

In this case, the digitization of virtually all media—text, 
image, audio, video, multimedia—and their availabil-
ity via the Web eliminates the need for the traditional 
local physical collection while enabling access to a far 
larger range of media than any local physical library can 
contain. The issues then become how the local, now 
virtual, library arranges access to this vast store for its 
patrons and how that access is paid for (as discussed 
earlier in Box 2).

In one possible instance of this extreme case, each local 
public library would become an independent affiliate of 
one or more nationwide collaborative groups of public 
libraries with common catalogs of all the media they 
control, both digital and physical. Each public library, 
regardless of the number of its subscribers, would there-
by be able to offer the same high level of availability of 
media. The catalogs would be open to each library’s reg-
istered patrons at a jointly managed website (located on a 
server in the cloud) that patrons would view and access 
through their own library’s portal. They could search 
for and order specific texts, audio, video, or multime-
dia materials in whatever format they desired, using the 

Illustration by Jennifer Bishop. 
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common catalog. The catalogs could be similar to those 
used by Netflix, Amazon, or Audible.com, but probably 
would employ a wider range of metadata to character-
ize each holding. Digital materials could be downloaded 
over the Internet from servers in the cloud or ordered in a 
portable form consistent with the technology of the time 
(CDs and DVDs will be replaced by much higher-den-
sity storage media by 2030). Physical materials could be 
delivered, as is currently done by Netflix, from the clos-
est local physical library or depository that held them.

This example of a joint library created through collab-
oration among public libraries could be facilitated by 
the Digital Public Library of America project, which 
currently is the subject of discussion and preliminary 
planning.26 Such a library could consolidate access to 
digital materials from a wide range of sources extend-
ing far beyond public libraries. Although many millions 
of public-domain documents would be readily available, 
questions of copyright and compensation of authors 
would have to be addressed before most recent media 
(books, music, video, film) could be included. A current 
successful attempt at consolidating digital materials is 
The Internet Archive, which retains copies of the con-
tents of the Internet as it has evolved and has added 
digitized media from other sources as well.27

Local communities (which in this case would be free of 
many of the traditional acquisition and storage costs for 
media and information systems in their local libraries) 
would pay a monthly or annual subscription fee for ac-
cess to the shared service, the proceeds of which would 
be used to pay media authors and producers for the use 
of their materials and to cover the costs of the central 
facilities. Although counter to the long tradition of free 
26 See Robert Darnton, “Can We Create a National Digital Library?” The New 
York Review of Books (October 28, 2010), and Robert Darnton, “Toward the 
Digital Public Library of America, An Exchange,” The New York Review of Books 
(November 25, 2010). A related idea has been proposed by David Rothman 
in “Why We Can’t Afford Not to Create a Well-stocked National Digital Library 
System, The Atlantic (November 2010).
27 See www.archive.org. According to the website, “The Internet Archive is a 
501(c)(3) non-profit that was founded to build an Internet library. Its purposes 
include offering permanent access for researchers, historians, scholars, people 
with disabilities, and the general public to historical collections that exist in 
digital format.…Now the Internet Archive includes texts, audio, moving images, 
and software as well as archived web pages.…”

public libraries, the costs might also be paid, at least in 
part, directly by patrons. A given patron’s fee could vary 
depending upon the number of items he or she wished 
to be able to keep out at one time (again, based on the 
Netflix model) and/or ability to pay, while the commu-
nity’s fees would likely relate to its number of registered 
patrons.

In one variation on this extreme case, the physical li-
brary building would fill its now available space with a 
range of community functions, such as those described 
in the community case below. In another variation, mid-
way between the extreme cases, local physical libraries 
would serve as local fulfillment agencies for the collab-
orative virtual library. In addition, they might retain 
certain features, depending upon local desires, such as 
reading and meeting rooms, knowledgeable reference 
librarians (and Internet guides), and archives of local-
ly relevant materials.

The wholly virtual library would find itself in direct 
competition with the evolved forms of already well-es-
tablished services—Amazon (both Kindle and physical 
books), Audible.com, Netflix, and iTunes, for example—
as well as with any physical bookstores that remained. In 
this competitive environment, the virtual library’s po-
tential advantages would include lower prices (through 
taxpayer-funded local subsidies of membership fees and 
the library’s nonprofit status), better service via a single 
website for all media, highly competent librarians who 
served as digital media guides and mentors, and more 
convenient delivery via local branches. The library might 
also collaborate with its competitors by subcontracting 
for fulfillment with Netflix, Amazon, Audible, iTunes, 
and Google for certain services, using its high volume 
to obtain advantageous prices.

Realizing this extreme model of the virtual library on 
a national scale would pose formidable organizational 
and political challenges. Doing so in a way that would 
enable survival in the highly competitive marketplace 
would pose an even greater challenge.
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 The Individual Library

At one extreme of the individual/community dimension 
lies a 21st-century library that focuses on serving the dis-
parate needs of local clientele, one at a time or in small 
groups that share an interest. In this case, a role of the 
librarian is to serve as a guide, helping each patron obtain 
the media that he or she requires in the form—physical 
or virtual—that is most convenient. This service is fa-
cilitated by library-specific recommendation systems.28 
Just as Amazon and Netflix currently attempt to pre-
dict which media will interest their patrons based on 
their previous choices, libraries of the future will have 
available software they can use for the same purpose. 
Of course, libraries are highly sensitive to the privacy of 
their patrons, and if such systems come into use, they 

28 The results of experience with one such system are reported in Andreas 
Geyer-Schulz, Andreas Neumann, and Anke Thede, “An Architecture for 
Behavior-Based Library Recommender Systems,” Information Technology and 
Libraries 22, No. 4, http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/lita/ital/2204geyer.cfm.

will likely be on an explicit “opt-in” basis, rather than 
being automatic as in the Amazon and Netflix cases.

A physical library focused on serving individuals would 
have individual media carrels and large reading rooms 
with comfortable chairs that would enable convenient 
use of personal media devices, such as computers, tablets, 
and phones, served by the library’s wireless network. The 
library would retain and enhance its current role as a site 
where individuals can find a quiet place to do research, 
to relax, to think, and to work. Only small specialized 
collections of media would be available locally in phys-
ical form; most media would be downloaded from the 
Internet and the Web either without charge or through 
the library’s subscription. Librarians would both actively 
develop collections, exhibits, and classes to serve indi-
viduals and be available to assist them, one-on-one, in 
meeting their needs.

The physical library focused on individuals could also 
offer its users access to relatively expensive or difficult-
to-use technologies, currently ranging from small and 
large printers (including book printers) to e-books and 
portable video players, but evolving with the latest tech-
nological advances. Indeed, the library could be the place 
at which most people could learn how to use innova-
tive devices and media even before they became widely 
available and affordable.

In a virtual library focused on serving individuals, li-
brarians would routinely interact one-on-one with 
individuals via online chats or work with small groups 
with similar interests via social networks.29 The latter 
interactions might be much easier to arrange and con-
tinue online than in person, especially since they could 
take place asynchronously through messaging. Librarians 
would also facilitate collaborations among individuals 
and serve them as an information resource or guide, 
helping them find and select the most relevant infor-
mation from the almost limitless resources on the Web.

29 For example, see the pilot project “My Info Quest,” http://www.myinfoquest.
info/ [accessed on May 13, 2011].
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 The Community Library

At the other extreme of the individual/community di-
mension lies the library that responds to advances in 
technologies and media by focusing on the needs and 
opportunities of the local community instead of com-
peting with commercial media delivery services. The 
physical library becomes, even more than is the case 
today, a center for a wide range of community activi-
ties. It offers a variety of venues for formal and informal 
meetings—offices, conference rooms, small and possi-
bly large auditoriums—each of which is fully equipped 
with media access and display technologies. Some of 
these technologies may be specialized to meet the needs 
of children, teenagers, or adult students.

Instead of open reading rooms, such a library could have 
media access carrels set up for comfortable viewing of 
digital media by individuals or small groups. The accessi-
ble media would be of two kinds—distant and local. The 
distant media would be those posted on the Web, many 
accessible from individuals’ homes, but many through 
pay-for-use services offered conveniently and at no cost 
through the library’s subscription. The local media would 
be those collected and archived by the librarians, such 
as the minutes of local government agency meetings; 
current and historical public records; current and histor-
ical photographs, motion pictures, and audio and video 
recordings of local sites and persons; local newspapers 
and blogs; and memoirs and remembrances of local per-
sons. Many of these materials also would be accessible 
via the Internet,30 but easier access to nondigital me-
dia and local librarians’ knowledge about the materials 
would make access from the physical library advanta-
geous. The library might also host blogs concerning 
matters of interest to the local community.

In addition to these basic facilities, a physical library 
focused on the local community would offer a range of 
other services, depending on the community’s desires. 
There might be a coffee shop, a children’s playroom, and 
30 Digitizing and providing access to such materials is discussed in Gwen 
Glazer, Digitizing Hidden Collections in Public Libraries, OITP Perspectives No. 1. 
Washington, DC: American Library Association, June 2011.

a meeting room/theater. There might also be a technol-
ogy facility with large-format and high-quality printers; 
multifunction devices; and document viewers that have 
evolved from the Kindle, iPad, and other e-book devic-
es, as well as audio and video players, to borrow.

A virtual community-focused library would serve its 
community through a website and the wide range of 
social networking activities that will be available as a 
result of the continued evolution of Facebook and simi-
lar services. Librarians would collect and make available 
in digital form the local community materials discussed 
previously. The library’s website would host meeting sites 
and social groups that would develop around the subjects 
of the community materials, whether contemporary (city 
council meetings, traffic problems, real estate develop-
ments) or historical (local personalities, photographs, 
important events).31 In some respects, the community 
library—physical or virtual—would be assuming re-
sponsibilities previously fulfilled by local newspapers, 
whose fate over the next few decades remains uncertain.

 The Collection Library

At one extreme of the collection/creation dimension lies 
the collection library, a place where patrons can come to 
assimilate information, to acquire knowledge, to enjoy 
art, and to be entertained. Whether in physical or vir-
tual form, such a library would provide ready and free 
access to information resources, to visual art and mu-
sic, and to diverse sources of entertainment captured in 
various media. This library would be playing the tradi-
tional role of libraries, extended, as technology advances, 
by the opportunity to offer access to collections of newly 
emerging media and new genres that exploit those me-
dia. These resources would include the already extant 
social media, blogs, Twitter feeds, games, applications 
and multidimensional text/audio/video information and 

31 An example of such a service is the Digital Amherst website of the Jones 
Library in Amherst, Massachusetts, which displays artifacts and information 
about the history of Amherst, http://www.digitalamherst.org. A second 
example, which compiles an informative listing of the not-for-profit service 
organizations in the Berkeley, California, area, is the Berkeley Information 
Network of the Berkeley Public Library, http://bancroft.berkeleypublic.org/
databases/bplbin/home.php.
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entertainment media, the precursors to the more complex 
media that will be commonplace in the coming decades.

 The Creation Library

At the other extreme of the collection/creation dimen-
sion lies the creation library, which extends the library’s 
traditional role to become a place where media convey-
ing information, knowledge, art, and entertainment are 
not only acquired but also created. Such a library would 
house a range of specialized equipment and facilities 
to help authors, editors, performers, and other creators 

prepare new works, alone or in groups, in new or old 
media, for personal use or widespread distribution. Its 
users would be well positioned to build on the rich base 
of materials readily available at the library. The librari-
ans in this case would be highly proficient mentors and 
facilitators for those individuals or groups who wished 
to use the library’s equipment and work spaces to cre-
ate a personal video, to write and produce a multimedia 
text, to produce a music video, or to create a work in a 

particular genre employing the media that can be cre-
ated in the library.32

 The Portal Library

At one extreme of the portal/archive dimension lies 
the library that serves as a point of entry and access 
to vast stores of information available in both virtu-
al and physical form. The librarians in this case would 
be highly knowledgeable about where and how to find 
and access the information, art, or entertainment a 
library user might want. Their counsel would be avail-

able in library facilities, which might be 
distributed in small locations, such as 
storefronts in large malls or strip malls, 
even office buildings, where users could 
readily find them. Those facilities would 
comprise Internet access points (wired 
and wireless); computers, communica-
tion devices, and displays (hand-held, 
tablet, laptop, desktop); and a relatively 
small number of physical media—books, 
magazines, e-books, e-magazines, vid-
eos, audios—and the specialized readers 
they might require. The librarians would 
also be accessible directly via audio/vid-
eo communication and through a variety 
of services developed from Facebook, 
Twitter, and other social networking re-
sources. The libraries likely would also 

reach out to patrons, using recommendation systems 
(as discussed above) to identify and track their interests 
and inform them when items fitting their interest pro-
file became available.

The library would serve as well as a site to which me-
dia ordered by a user could be delivered, digitally or 
physically. This might be done to reduce the chance of 
protected materials being uploaded to the Internet and 
32 The Chicago Public Library, for example, has, with foundation funding, created 
YOUMedia, a place where high school students can come, by themselves or 
with others, to create digital media; build acting skills; engage in spoken poetry; 
and use the wide range of audio, video, graphical, and computer equipment, 
http://youmediachicago.org/2-about-us/pages/2-about-us [accessed on May 
13, 2011].
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becoming subject to unrestricted and uncompensated 
copying. Or it might be done because the library had 
the capacity to print and bind physical books rapidly,33 
to download and burn DVDs (or their successor forms 
of media), or to produce multiple copies for local groups. 
Each of these functions would be available, privately 
or commercially, from other sources; the library would 
serve those with needs not well met by those other ser-
vices or unable to afford them.

To be valued and used, the librarians in this case would 
have to offer services that were in some way better than 
those available on the Internet in the future. Their cli-
ents might comprise primarily preteens and those in 
their 40s and older, groups whose members would be 
most likely to require help in making use of rapidly de-
veloping technologies and tools. Teenagers and those in 
their 20s and 30s would be more likely to be comfort-
able with the leading-edge information technologies 
developed during their youth.

 The Archive Library

At the other extreme of the portal/archive dimension 
lies the local public library that serves as the enduring 
storehouse of local knowledge and information (as many 
do already).34 This library would assume responsibili-
ty for capturing and maintaining the unique materials 
that record local life. These might include municipal re-
cords, such as demographic data, information on land 
and buildings, tax rolls, and police and fire records; edu-
cational records from the school system; local newspapers 
or blogs; personal remembrances and memoirs; histori-
cal and current photos; and the miscellaneous ephemera 
33 Some libraries and bookstores have already installed Espresso Book Printing 
machines that can print and bind books with several hundred pages in a 
few minutes for less than $10. See, for example, Village Books of Bellingham, 
Washington, http://villagebooks.com/espresso-book-machine-print-demand.
34 For example, the Louisiana Division of the New Orleans Public Library “is a 
reference division which collects resources relating to the study of Louisiana 
and its citizens and to the city of New Orleans and New Orleanians. Other areas 
of concentration are the Mississippi River, the Gulf of Mexico, and the South. 
Included within the Division’s collections are books by or about Louisianians; 
city, regional, and state documents; manuscripts, maps, newspapers, periodicals, 
microfilms, photographs, slides, motion pictures, sound recordings, video tapes, 
postcards, and ephemera of every sort.” See http://nutrias.org/~nopl/info/
louinfo/louinfo.htm.

of public events.35 To the extent possible, these records 
would be digitized and linked to the Web or its suc-
cessor. The local library would also catalog its unique 
local holdings. The catalog would be digital and acces-
sible via the Internet. (Although many local government 
agencies make their records available on the Web, li-
braries would be able to serve as a single site for access 
to data from many agencies, to maintain historical as 
well as current data, to impose consistent data formats, 
and to move data from old to new media as technology 
evolves. Many of these services are likely to be too time-
consuming or expensive for local government agencies 
to fund from their budgets.)

Taken together, the network of thousands of public li-
braries, each performing this function locally, would 
establish an unmatched data resource for those with 
practical, commercial, or academic interests in, say, the 
real estate values in Connecticut towns during the first 
decade of the 21st century; the relationships among 
demographics, educational opportunity, and criminal 
behavior in small midwestern towns; or any of a multi-
tude of other possible questions that could be answered 
by accessing data from one or many of these locally 
based archives.

The local library could also hold subject-oriented physi-
cal archives, such as mystery books, musical scores, silent 
movie DVDs, and so on. If groups of libraries chose 
complementary specializations for their archives, they 
could jointly create a larger and more diverse collec-
tion than would be possible for any of them separately. 
Combined with a common online catalog and rapid 
delivery of materials through interlibrary loan, such a 
collective archive would enable smaller public librar-
ies to offer services comparable to those of much larger 
libraries.

In conjunction with its local or subject-oriented archival 
role, the library would have a reading room, Internet ac-
cess, and community meeting rooms. Its librarians would 
be local experts on the information resources available, 

35 The Digital Amherst website, op. cit.
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helping both local and remote users find and interpret 
the information contained within its archive.

Strategic Decision Making 
for Public Libraries
Within the four-dimensional space shown earlier in 
Figure 1 lie the realistic strategic choices for the fu-
ture of public libraries, most of which lie between the 
extremes described above. Note that these choices con-
cern the way a library is operated and not the specific 
technologies it uses, its financial situation, or the demo-
graphics of its patrons; therefore, they will be salient for 
the broad range of public libraries well into the future.

Cross-Cutting Themes

A number of themes cut across and inform the four 
dimensions and associated strategic choices discussed 
above:

 • Librarian competencies—As library-accessible 
materials increasingly fall within the digital me-
dia world, the necessary competencies of librari-
ans must follow suit. Future librarians will become 
digital media mentors, fluent in the languages and 
structures of digital documents and data and the 
availability of information resources on the Internet 
and elsewhere. They will be able to use the tools of 
social networking, recommendation systems, and 
messaging to establish immediate and more focused 
communication with their patrons and to respond 
more effectively to patrons’ needs and wants. Thus 
they will both be highly competent with digital me-
dia and tools and have a richer and more nuanced 
understanding of their users.

 • Collaboration and consolidation—A steady in-
crease in various forms of collaboration and con-
solidation of collections will result from continued 
growth in the volume of library materials, both 
physical and digital; the shift of user demand from 
physical to digital materials; and financial pressures 
on libraries.

 • Digitization—Whatever the balance between phys-
ical and virtual media may be in a future library, 
there is certain to be a rapid increase in digital ma-
terials, as well as an increase in the availability of 
digital versions of materials previously available 
only in physical form. The hush of the stacks will 
be replaced by the whir of server racks, and book 
checkout will become media download.

 • Personalization and social networking—The tools 
currently used by Amazon and Netflix to recom-
mend titles to their users will become available 
in some form to libraries, enabling them to sup-
plement in-person recommendations with auto-
matically generated ones based on their patrons’ 
previous media choices. Because of libraries’ tradi-
tional concern for the privacy of their users, how-
ever, they are likely to require a formal opt-in from 
each user before providing such a service. Libraries 
also will reach out to their patrons via various social 
networking and messaging systems. Almost 60 per-
cent of libraries already have Facebook pages and 
use Twitter to announce events and other breaking 
news, and library blogs will certainly flourish.

 • Archiving and cataloging—One of the functions 
that libraries of all types are likely to assume is ar-
chiving of locally important materials, such as com-
munity government records, personal memoirs, or 
historical items, both for local use and for access via 
the Internet and the Web. Librarians will be called 
upon to play the lead role in establishing the data 
organization, the metadata vocabulary and struc-
ture, and the means of tracking of provenance. They 
also will have to face issues of data preservation and 
transfer due to the aging and obsolescence of digital 
media of all forms.

 • Pricing—One significant advantage libraries have 
over their commercial competitors is price; very few 
libraries charge their patrons for access to their ma-
terials and facilities, although they may limit such 
access to residents, enrolled students, or employees. 
Public library patrons, even those with substan-
tial income, may prefer to borrow materials from 
the library for short-term use at no cost instead of 
purchasing or renting them. This is especially true 
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when many sources are required for, say, a research 
project or analysis of a potential investment. Those 
with more limited income rely even more on free 
access to information and entertainment through 
the local library. This is an advantage libraries will 
and should fight hard to retain.

Key Considerations

In choosing a vision for the future and formulating a 
strategy for its attainment, a library must consider a 
number of key factors. The thoughtful creation of strat-
egies in light of these factors can help a library anticipate 
change and take action that can improve its chances of 
achieving its desired vision rather than passively react-
ing to trends as they occur.36

First, the library must clearly establish its mission and 
goals—its specific character and the needs of its patrons.

Second, it must carefully consider the significant ex-
ternal trends and forces that are likely to affect it in the 
foreseeable future, summarizing them as a set of assump-
tions that is shared by the organization’s leadership—an 
explicit view of the world.

Third, it must perform a critical assessment of what 
strengths, or advantages, it possesses relative to its like-
ly “competitors,” such as Netflix, Google, and Amazon. 
These strengths encompass both what it does, or its 
core competencies, and what it possesses, or its strate-
gic assets. Together, these strengths constitute the major 
portion of a view of the library.

Fourth, the library’s vision for the future should be based 
on strategic imperatives that derive from an assessment 
of the view of the world and the view of the library tak-
en together. Strategic imperatives are actions that must 
be taken in light of those realities. For example: “This 
library must ensure that all future librarian hires are 
well trained and experienced in the assessment and use 
of Internet data sources.”
36 The process described here, strategic direction setting, has been developed 
by the author over the past 25 years through its successful application at the 
Xerox Corporation, the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at 
the University of Illinois, and other Fortune 500 companies and not-for-profit 
organizations.

Fifth, in light of the strategic imperatives, the library 
must examine the alternative visions for its future, a 
range of which have been described in this policy brief. 
Then it must assess which of these visions respond to 
the strategic imperatives and are feasible given the ex-
ternal environment (view of the world) and in light of 
the competition as compared with the organization’s 
strengths (view of the library).

Sixth, a decision must be made on the basis of this in-
formation to set the strategic course toward a specific 
vision that combines the strategic choices made along 
each of the four dimensions described above. At that 
point, it may become clear that the organization lacks 
certain core competencies or strategic assets essential 
to the accomplishment of its vision. A critical element 
of the strategy’s implementation, therefore, will be 
taking action to acquire those competencies or assets 
through hiring, training, or cooperation with anoth-
er organization.

Finally, while the strategy is being implemented, the set 
of assumptions represented by the view of the world and 
the view of the library must be monitored. Significant 
changes in those assumptions may warrant a midcourse 
correction in the strategy. Thus, even though it is the 
result of careful thought, no strategy can be considered 
immutable.

Conclusion
The changes confronting public libraries over the next 
30 years will be profound, just as those of the past 30 
years have been. That libraries have responded so ef-
fectively thus far is encouraging, yet it appears that they 
will have to face even more difficult challenges in the fu-
ture. The choices described in this policy brief respond 
to the possible outcomes of the economic, social, and 
technological forces and trends that will affect libraries. 
Yet they all assume that public libraries will continue to 
exist. Unfortunately, it is not impossible to imagine a 
future without libraries. If that is to be avoided so that 
libraries can continue to fulfill their role as guarantors 
of free and unbiased access to information, they must 
play an active role in shaping their future.
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Public libraries are particularly essential in recessions 
July 27, 2011 (by José-Marie Griffiths Donald W. King)  
 
 
Public libraries continue to face deep cuts in budget, staff and hours of operation as states 
and municipalities struggle with the fiscal consequences of a recession that is reluctant to 
loosen its grip.  We conducted federally funded national surveys of public library use 
between 2004 and 2008 which we updated in 2010 to establish the consequences of 
recessions. 
 
These studies provided abundant evidence that libraries and the services they provide are 
especially important during times of recession.  Our data show that every year over the past 
two decades, use of public libraries has increased by over 2 billion visits annually.  In fact, 
when remote access to public libraries through the Internet is included the number of visits 
per capita has more than doubled during the same two decades.  When we looked 
specifically at the previous two recessions, we saw that growth in visits to libraries as well as 
services they offered rose well above previous levels. 
 
These increased levels of use remained high following the recovery as new and continuing 
users discovered the value of library services.  The extensive use during recessions is 
partially the result of public libraries’ adjusting services to fill recession-related needs.  It also 
stems from a growing public confidence in the trustworthiness of information provided by 
libraries, the quality of services offered and the convenient access. 
 
Contrary to the popular myth that public libraries serve primarily the recreational needs of 
their communities, the overwhelming majority (over 70 percent) of visits to public libraries 
are for non-recreational purposes. For example: 
 

 Nearly a quarter of adult visits are to address personal or family-related needs, such 
as help with health and wellness issues, personal finance, how to make or fix 
something or to keep current with news or find jobs.  

 
 The proportion of visits that are job-related increased from 3 percent in 2009 to 11 

percent in 2010. Most public libraries now provide access to jobs databases, civil-
service-exam materials, software to help create résumés, and other employment-
related information.  They help users complete online job applications and offer 
helpful classes.  

 
 About one in eight visits is by a small business—and even some large ones—to 

conduct research and to seek information and support regarding legal, financial and 
operational concerns. Public libraries have often helped small businesses get 
started.  

 
 Some one-third of visits are for educational needs—and not just for children doing 

homework or adults continuing their education.  Teachers often use public libraries 
for their continued education or to keep up with professional literature; they also rely 
on public libraries to prepare for class or lectures. 

 
 Recessions continue to place a burden on public libraries and the communities they 

serve. Without budgets for new purchases, collections grow stale and outdated for 
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lack of new volumes and updates.  When a library closes, a user bears an additional 
burden:  He or she winds up spending about 45 additional minutes and more than 
$20 per visit to find and use alternative sources of information. 
 

 Public libraries have adapted to reduced collection purchases by relying heavily on 
interlibrary borrowing.  Many now also have formal partnerships with government 
agencies and industries to meet the growing need for access to government 
information, services and forms or for help understanding government programs.  

 
 Finally, public libraries in most communities have been able to accommodate sharp 

increases in service offerings and usage because of their committed and highly 
motivated staff who believe in their mission to serve the public. 

 
Clearly, public libraries are essential to all sectors of society and for many different types of 
use.  Do not sell this essential community resource short! 
 
José-Marie Griffiths, an expert in information sciences, is vice president for academic affairs 
at Bryant University.  Donald W. King, a statistician and entrepreneur, is an honorary 
university professor at Bryant University. They are leading researchers in information 
science and authors of 14 books, including, “A Strong Future for Public Library Use and 
Employment” (American Library Association Editions, June 2011). 
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Bill Coan column:  
Library pushes  
ahead to enrich  
community 
 

 11:00 PM, Jul. 27, 2011| 
 

 Three weeks have passed since Public  
Library Director Colleen Rortvedt  
acknowledged to a Post-Crescent reporter  
that expansion of the library has been  
placed on hold through 2012. 
 
In the chaos that has engulfed the library  
since then, almost 90,000 items have  
disappeared from the library's shelves and  
mysteriously reappeared on the shelves of  
private homes all across Appleton. 
 
Rortvedt and other library officials seem  
resigned to the disappearances, and with  
good reason. Last year, a total of 1.5  
million items temporarily disappeared from  
the library's shelves. 
 
The problem is caused by the library's  
failure to regulate access to its collection.  
Members of the public are routinely  
allowed into the library without regard to  
their age, income or education. 
 
The problem is exacerbated by the  
library's practice of hosting each year  
hundreds of programs that contribute to  
Appleton's economic, social and cultural  
vitality. Last year, such programs attracted  
40,000 attendees, and not a single  

 attendee was screened or turned away. 
 
Before you call the police, you might want  
to stop and consider an improbable side  
benefit of the library's irrational  
exuberance. 
 
According to Edward Glaeser, a Harvard  
University economics professor, the library  
makes life better for all citizens of  
Appleton, including even those who never  
go to the library. 
 
Glaeser has measured the impact of civic  
institutions on the qualityoflife. His findings  
are presented in a book called "The  
Triumph of the City: How Our Greatest  
Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter,  
Greener, Healthier and Happier." 
 
Olmo Silva, a lecturer in real estate  
economics and finance at the London  
School of Economics, agrees with Glaeser.  
At the website for British Politics and Policy  
at LSE, Silva writes: "Entrepreneurial people  
with bright ideas cluster in urban areas to  
learn from one another and to realize their  
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 potential. And, in a virtuous cycle, cities  
magnify these people's talents by   
stimulating interactions and innovation, and  
by sharpening entrepreneurial acumen  
through the forces of competition." 
 
No wonder business leaders throughout the  
nation's history have been among the most  
ardent supporters of public libraries.  
Benjamin Franklin, founder of one of the  
nation's first libraries, once observed, "An   
investment in knowledge pays the best  
interest." 
 
Andrew Carnegie, one of the most  
successful business leaders the nation has  
ever known, said, "There is not such a  
cradle of democracy upon the earth as the  
free public library, this republic of letters  
where neither rank, office nor wealth  
receives the slightest consideration." 
 
Local business leaders Elisha Smith and  
Donald Shepard, like Carnegie, did more  
than just talk about the importance of l 
ibraries. In 1899, Smith funded the  
establishment of the Menasha Public  
Library. One hundred years later, Shepard  
contributed $500,000 to the new Neenah  
Public Library. 
 
Citizens of Appleton who attend library  
programs and make items temporarily  
disappear from shelves are well aware that  
the library currently is coping with  
demands far in excess of its design  
capacity. They also are well aware that the  
library's physical plant is showing its age. 
 
Yet citizens who worry about Appleton's  
prospects for a richer, smarter, greener,  

 healthier and happier future should feel  
lucky and glad to know that the library is in  
capable hands. 
 
Rortvedt is a dedicated, articulate and  
visionary leader with her feet planted firmly  
on the ground. Citizens who doubt this  
should go to the Appleton Public Library  
website, apl.org, and choose "About the  
Library," choose "Fine Print Newsletter,"  
click the March-April newsletter and then  
read Rortvedt's article, "Think Beyond the   
Books." 
 
Citizens also should feel lucky that Rortvedt  
is supported by a capable Board of  
Trustees, by a group of interested citizens  
known as the Friends of the Appleton  
Public Library and by the generous  
philanthropy of Tom and Renee Boldt and  
others. 
 
All of these people appreciate the library's  
impact on Appleton's economic, social and  
cultural vitality. Indeed, it's fair to say that,  
thanks to them, the future of the Appleton  
Public Library has never been in better  
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 hands. 
 
In 1899, librarians from Appleton met with  
librarians from cities throughout the Fox  
River Valley to discuss "Benefits of Free  
Access to the Shelves" and "Knowledge of  
Local History Developed by the Public  
Library." Such discussions have been held  
regularly throughout the library's history  
and undoubtedly should and will continue  
to be held in the future. 
 
Another responsibility of the library's  
leaders is to recognize that the library has a 
rrived at an inflection point, and that, in  
important ways, its future will be different  
from its past. 
 
That's why, even though expansion of the  
library is on hold, the library isn't standing  
still. Rortvedt is pushing forward,  
evaluating the possibility of using the  
library's Wisconsin Collection (a small but  
complete library within the library) as a  
laboratory for developing, testing and  
applying new techniques for the delivery of  
library services. 
 
If you're interested in making Appleton  
richer, smarter, greener, healthier and  
happier, don't wait until 2012 or 2013.  
Find a way to support Rortvedt's efforts  
now. 
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Save a Library, Save Democracy  
July 27, 2011 (by Austin Allen)  
 
 
Earlier this summer I was feeling down in the dumps about libraries. I was spending the 
month of June in Flushing, Queens, a melting-pot neighborhood where the local library 
bustles with patrons of all ages.  Unfortunately, like much of the Queens Library system, the 
Flushing branch had been threatened with budget cuts and severely curtailed hours.  For no 
good reason, it looked as though large numbers of immigrant kids, intellectually curious 
retirees, and other decent folks would soon be limited in their access to this community hub. 
It was the kind of crisis that would usually get solved in the movies by a ragtag band of 
teenagers and a little electric boogaloo but this was plain reality, and no hope, funky or 
otherwise, seemed to lie in store. 
 
Around the same time, I read this article in The New York Review of Books. “Across the 
United States,” according to poet Charles Simic: 
 
…large and small cities are closing public libraries or curtailing their hours of operations. 
Detroit, I read a few days ago, may close all of its branches and Denver half of its 
own….“The greatest nation on earth,” as we still call ourselves, no longer has the political 
will to arrest its visible and precipitous decline and save the institutions on which the 
workings of our democracy depend. 
 
This last sentence reminded me, with a little ironic pang, of democracy as E. B. White 
defined it: 
 
[It] is the recurrent suspicion that more than half of the people are right more than half the 
time. It is the feeling of privacy in the voting booths, the feeling of communion in the 
libraries, the feeling of vitality everywhere. 
 
“Communion” hits it on the nose.  Simic points out that in many towns, libraries are the only 
places “where both grownups and children are welcome to sit and read in peace.”  I would 
go further and argue that they’re among the last truly public spaces left to us.  Where else 
can we congregate without an admissions ticket or money enough to afford something on 
the premises?  Parks, maybe, but those aren’t frequented year-round or readily accessible 
in poorer communities. 
  
Shared institutions like libraries do more than keep a democracy working:  they make 
maintaining one seem worth the trouble. Without the human connection they provide, 
America would barely seem like a common reality, much less a communal responsibility. 
Hence my early summer blues; but as it turned out, all was not yet lost. In protest against 
the budget cuts, some savvy Queens Library members set up an online petition which I 
signed at the encouragement of a friend.  It looks like we weren’t alone, because a couple of 
weeks ago I received an email with the subject “Thank You! Library Services Saved”: 
We have wonderful news to report….Your voices were heard loud and clear. The Mayor and 
the City Council came together to restore the lion’s share of the proposed reduction to 
libraries, ensuring that libraries stay open at least 5 days per week in every community… 
Especially during a month dominated by less encouraging budget news, this felt great to 
read.  My friend and I signed an electronic thank-you note to city officials via the QL website. 
And at sunset that same day, the citizens of Flushing congregated on the library steps for an 
impromptu, multiethnic victory boogaloo. 
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I may have imagined that last part, but the rest of it is true—and if it can happen in one 
neighborhood, it can happen in others.  Weak as America’s political will is, we’re still a 
nation that exercises it from the bottom up, not the top down.  Simic says the library closings 
are unpopular nationwide; I hope he’s right. I hope more than half of the people disapprove 
of them, and will register their disapproval through petitions and at the polls. 
 
Of all the elements mentioned in White’s definition, libraries might well be the secret 
cornerstone. As long as we have them, American democracy will remain “the mustard on the 
hot dog” (White again). If we lose them, it risks becoming the fly on the watermelon—the 
brown spot on the corncob—the sour relish of complacency on the undercooked bratwurst 
of apathy, eaten at a barbecue of no return. 
 
Or at least a much sadder version of what it was. 
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Defining Downtown by Andrew Dowd Leader-Telegram staff   
August 5, 2011 

When you say downtown Eau Claire, people know the area you're talking about ... right? 

Depending on your background, "downtown" might be marked by Phoenix Park, a defunct 
department store or a favorite tavern. 

Its borders are one of the longstanding debates between locals, visitors and college 
students. Even among those groups, answers are likely to vary. 

Sometimes, the argument is a matter of a block or two. Between other folks, the ideological 
gulf is as wide as the Chippewa River. 

One of the latest attempts to define downtown went largely unnoticed during the July 26 City 
Council meeting, which was dominated by talk of urban chickens. 

Couched within Downtown Eau Claire Inc.'s business promotion, called First Fridays, was a 
definition of downtown. It was made to identify which businesses can display goods on their 
sidewalks on Aug. 5, Sept. 2 and Oct. 7. 

The First Fridays definition is pretty broad. It crosses the Chippewa River, which I long 
believed to be a strong border of downtown. 

The area studied for an Eau Claire streets project and potential riverfront upgrades was 
smaller. Dubbed the "Downtown Riverfront District," maps of the study focus on the area 
south of the Eau Claire River, east of the Chippewa River, west of Farwell Street and north 
of Lake Street. 
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That's more like the area I think of when I hear the term "downtown." It's got the federal 
courthouse, storefronts, a couple theaters, restaurants and taverns. 

I can't explain why, but my conception of downtown doesn't stretch one block east to cover 
City Hall, the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library and the Chamber of Commerce building. 

Yet, as the Phoenix Park area continues to mature, I feel like my idea of downtown will 
stretch north to include that too. 

When I've talked to longtime Eau Clairians, they recall memories of a long-gone downtown 
with big department stores. 

Working adults know downtown as home to a few taverns that provide respite from the often 
student-dominated bars on Water Street. 

If you talk to a freshman UW-Eau Claire student from out-of-town, he or she might refer to 
Water Street as the downtown. (I've heard it many times.) Well, that's pretty far off the mark. 

But the fact that there are lots of different unofficial definitions of downtown is of comforting. 

When a visitor asks me for directions downtown, I can get them to the general area, but then 
become appropriately vague. Finally, I digress into an anecdote about a night at the bars, a 
date I took to a restaurant or movie I saw at the former Cameo Budget Twin (now Micon's 
Downtown Cinema). 

There's no signpost or painted border delineating the heart of the city, so people come up 
with their own definitions. And then debate them with others. 
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Search and email still top the list of most popular online 
activities 

Home > Reports > Search and email still top the list of most popular online activities > Main Report

Main Report  

Single Page View | Download Report PDF

Findings: Search and email remain the top online activities  

A May 2011 Pew Internet survey finds that 92% of online adults use search engines to find information on the 

Web, including 59% who do so on a typical day. This places search at the top of the list of most popular online 

activities among U.S. adults. But it is not alone at the top. Among online adults, 92% use email, with 61% using 

it on an average day.   

Since the Pew Internet Project began measuring adults’ online activities in the last decade, these two behaviors 

have consistently ranked as the most popular.1  Even as early as 2002, more than eight in ten online adults 

were using search engines, and more than nine in ten online adults were emailing.  The table below shows how 

these two activities compare over time to some other popular online activities. 

Page 1 of 6Findings: Search and email remain the top online activities | Pew Internet & American Lif...

8/11/2011http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2011/Search-and-email/Report.aspx?src=prc-headline
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Of course, the internet population has grown substantially since 2002. So, the overall number of users of both 

email and search engines has also grown. In January 2002, 52% of all Americans used search engines and 

that number grew to 72% in the most recent survey. In January 2002, 55% of all Americans said they used 

email and that number grew to 70% in the current survey. 

Email and search form the core of online communication and online information gathering, respectively.  And 

they have done so for nearly a decade, even as new platforms, broadband and mobile devices continue to 

reshape the way Americans use the internet and web.  Perhaps the most significant change over that time is 

that both activities have become more habitual.  Today, roughly six in ten online adults engage in each of these 

activities on a typical day; in 2002, 49% of online adults used email each day, while just 29% used a search 

engine daily.   

The most recent search figures come from a survey conducted from April 26-May 22 among 2,277 adults ages 

18 and over, including surveys in English and Spanish and on landline and cell phones. The margin of error for 

the sample is plus or minus 2 percentage points.  The most recent email figures come from a survey conducted 

November 3-24, 2010 among 2,257 adults ages 18 and over, also conducted in both English and Spanish and 

using a dual-frame sample.  The margin of error for the November survey is plus or minus 2 percentage points. 

Page 2 of 6Findings: Search and email remain the top online activities | Pew Internet & American Lif...

8/11/2011http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2011/Search-and-email/Report.aspx?src=prc-headline
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Search  

Perhaps surprisingly for an online activity that has been around for a while, search is most popular among the 

youngest adult internet users (those age 18-29), 96% of whom use search engines to find information online.  

But even among the oldest internet users (age 65+), 87% are search engine users.     

Adults who have attended college and the highest income adults make slightly more use of search engines to 

gather information online when compared with other adults, as the table below indicates.  These same groups—

young adults, the college-educated, and higher income adults—are also the most likely to use search engines 

daily.   

 

Page 3 of 6Findings: Search and email remain the top online activities | Pew Internet & American Lif...

8/11/2011http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2011/Search-and-email/Report.aspx?src=prc-headline
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Similar demographic patterns existed in 2002, when Pew Internet first measured online search.  At that time, 

the college-educated and the highest income adults were most likely to use search on an average day, though 

the overall percentage of online adults who used a search engine on an average day was much lower at just 

29%.  Two other patterns evident in 2002 have since vanished. Back then, men were more likely than women to 

say they had used an online search “yesterday” (33% v. 25%), and white adults were more likely than both 

African-American and Hispanic adults (31% v. 23% v. 19%, respectively) to report using a search engine 

“yesterday.”  Today, there are no significant differences between these groups in these usage patterns.  

Email  

Email is similar to search (and many other online activities) in that the youngest online adults, the college-

educated, and those in the highest income categories are more likely than others to engage in the activity.  

 These demographic differences are considerably more pronounced when one looks at email use on a typical 

day.   Moreover, while overall email use is comparable across white, African-American and Hispanic online 

adults, internet use on any given day is not.  White online adults are significantly more likely than both African-

American and Hispanic online adults to be email users on a typical day (63% v. 48% v. 53%, respectively).   

Page 4 of 6Findings: Search and email remain the top online activities | Pew Internet & American Lif...

8/11/2011http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2011/Search-and-email/Report.aspx?src=prc-headline
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1 Pew Internet began asking about email use in March 2000 and began to ask about search engine use in January 2002.  

  

Email is also similar to search in that while some of these demographic differences were present in 2002, some 

were not.  In 2002, college graduates were the most likely to use email, as were adults with household incomes 

of $75,000 or more.  However, 2002 surveys also showed that overall, women were slightly more likely than 

men to ever use email, and white online adults were more likely than African-American online adults to ever use 

email. These two differences are no longer statistically significant.     

Page 5 of 6Findings: Search and email remain the top online activities | Pew Internet & American Lif...
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August 11, 2011 
 
To:  The Library Board of Trustees 
 
From:  John Stoneberg, Library Director 
 
Subject: Report of the Library Director  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Presto iPads Endeavor (PIE) 
 
There has been a lot of activity regarding the Presto iPads Endeavor (PIE) over the past 
month.  Staff involved at all levels has been doing an excellent job—covering lots of details 
and I think learning a good deal along the way.  This has certainly been a good example of all 
that goes on “behind the scenes” in starting a new service. 
 
A number of the iPads have been distributed to staff so that they can become more 
comfortable with them and provide feedback on use, choice and layout of folders, apps, 
shortcuts, etc.   
 
Co-chaired by Circulation Manager Laura Miller and Assistant Director Mark Troendle, the 
iPad Circulation Committee met again on July 19 and August 3.  Committee members 
continued to discuss and refine everything related to the process of how to best manage the 
circulation of the iPads.  Good progress was made establishing borrower agreements and 
iPad guidelines. 
 
Staff has agreed on a tentative start for the iPads lending program of Wednesday, September 
21 which gives staff some cushion between the start of this new service and all the activities 
associated with “11 to 11 on September 11.”  September 21 would be the beginning of a “soft 
launch” with 5-8 iPads available per week until all 7-day loan iPads are in circulation.  For 
the in-house use only iPads, the recommendation is to make 2 or 3 available the first week 
and keep adding until all are available.  Home Delivery Coordinator Kathy Herfel is 
suggesting a start date between Oct 15 and November 1 for the Home Delivery Service 
iPads. 
 
The iPad Content Committee, co-chaired by Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio and 
I, met again on July 27.   It was agreed to begin putting together the basic FAQs about the 
iPads and the new service.  Reference staff will stop adding apps and shortcuts on the iPad so 
that the content guide and other information can be put together. Any other new apps or links 
can be added later.  Promotion decisions regarding the iPad service will decided by the PR 
and Training Committee co-chaired by Public Relations and Programming Manager Bess 
Arneson and Reference Associate Cindy Westphal.  Staff has and is working on some app 
problems.  The Committee also addressed the need for some type of online survey.  A “real 
time” response to questions from users is needed, similar to a Meebo app or Text a librarian 
app.  The “quick start” guide needs to be started so that the PR and training committee can 
polish it.  The Packaging Committee of Reference Assistant Isa Small and Network Manager 
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Kris Nickel also have also met.   Reference Assistant Isa Small has really stepped up to the 
task regarding the iPads project and has coordinated and worked with staff on a lot of the 
specific details. 
 
As part of PIE and the funding from the Presto Foundation, a video magnifier will be 
purchased so that customers with visual challenges such as macular degeneration will be able 
to read in the library with greater ease.  So that administrative and reference staff might 
better evaluate the capabilities of the top identified prospects, Mark scheduled 
demonstrations with several different vendors on August 10 and 11.  A recommendation and 
decision will be made in mid-August. 
 
Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront District Project 
 
Mark and I attended the fourth public information meeting on the Eau Claire Downtown 
Riverfront District project on August 4.  A series of plans and drawings were presented 
outlining concepts for the reconstruction of South Barstow Street, from Lake Street to the 
Eau Claire River, reconstruction of Eau Claire Street, from Graham Avenue to Dewey Street, 
and redevelopment of the east bank of the Chippewa River.  The meeting was attended by 
approximately 50 people with varying interests in the project.  The design team will be 
receiving comment and input on the concept plans over the next 30 days through the project 
web site: http://www.ayresassociates.com/ECDowntown/index.html and other venues.  As it 
has in the past, the Library will provide written feedback after the August Library Board 
meeting.   
 
A preferred alternative plan will be refined and developed by the project design team using 
the feedback received over the past eight months.  Presentation of the preferred alternative 
for consideration by the City Council is tentatively scheduled for the September 26 meeting.  
Conceptual drawings of two possible options for the City Hall/Library Campus were featured 
at the meeting while a third possibility was mentioned.  Staff brainstormed feedback on the 
options on August 9 (see attached draft comments).  City Public Works Director Brian 
Amundson will be at the Library Board meeting to talk to the Board and answer questions. 
  
Eau Claire Street:  Farwell Street to Dewey Street 
Go to  http://www.ayresassociates.com/ECDowntown/eauclaire.html for the drawings 
presented at the meeting.  Three options are currently being evaluated, advanced and 
considered for the 400 Block of Eau Claire Street. 
  
1)  As Is  Rebuild the street as it currently is with the existing right-of-way with parallel 
parking on both sides.  The Drive-in bank configuration, driveways, etc. would not change as 
a result of this option.  Enhancement would be made to the street, sidewalks, lighting, 
crosswalks, etc. similar to what is being proposed for the two blocks between Graham 
Avenue and Farwell Street.  (See Final Pattern and Theme on the Eau Claire Street page of 
the project web site). 
 
2) Maximize Public Parking on Eau Claire Street The street would be widened to 
accommodate two-way traffic and angle parking on both sides.  The drive-in bank entrance 
drive would be moved to off of Dewey Street (or some other configuration such as combined 
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with the City Hall parking lot) and the number of banking stations would be reduced from 5 
+ 1 ATM to 3 + 1 ATM.  The commercial drive-up window would be unchanged.  This 
option would require acquisition of a strip approximately 25' deep by 190' long (4,800 sq. ft.) 
adjacent to Eau Claire Street. (See left side of the Updated City Hall/Library Campus 
Alternatives on the Eau Claire Street page of the project web site and also Max 
Parking (attached)). 
  
3) Town Square Under this option the drive-in bank would be relocated to another site and 
Eau Claire Street would be closed as a through street.  The area would be reconstructed into a 
community square/public area between City Hall and the Library and the City Hall parking 
lot would be expanded to the north to accommodate the Library, book drop-off and public 
needs for parking.  (See right side of the Updated City Hall/Library Campus Alternatives on 
the Eau Claire Street page of the project web site). 
 
Brian Amundson and Disa Wahlstrand, the project manager for Ayres Associates, met with 
U.S. Bank officials recently and those officials were open to considering the options and will 
get back to the project with a month or two with feedback. 
  
Other Highlights 
 

 Business Manager Teresa Kriese, Mark and I worked together on a prioritization grid 
for library services for a planning project being undertaken by the City. 

 John Sarnowski, the Director of the ResCarta Foundation, a non-profit corporation 
established to create and use open standards for organizations to achieve 
interoperability among digital collections. visited the library on July 12 to brief 
Reference staff, Mark, me and others about new features offered by ResCarta to assist 
in digitally archiving and accessing collections.  ResCarta partners with the library by 
hosting the library’s digital historical materials.  Besides a new version of ResCarta 
tools and features, the group discussed the direction the library is taking with scanned 
images on the website, a possible “scanning” day at the library and other items related 
to converting source material to digital image. 

 The American Library Association offered a Virtual Conference on July 13-14 
consisting of 11 interactive web sessions for those who could not attend the annual 
conference in New Orleans.  LEPMPL purchased a site license that was used one day 
in the Board Room and another in the Chippewa Room.  Nationally, about there were 
about 1,500 virtual participants.  Teresa, Mark and I attended some of the sessions 
and I invited library staff from other MORE libraries to join us—six individuals from 
Barron, Hudson, Ladysmith, Plum City and Rice Lake attended all or part of the 
conference. 

 The Eau Claire Community Forum Steering Committee met in the Library Board 
Room on July 13 and I attended. 

 Teresa and I met with the Library Board Finance Committee on July 14 to review the 
proposed 2012 Library operating and capital improvement budgets. 

 At the Friends Board meeting on July 18, I discussed future projects that they might 
want to be involved in financially (especially after the plans for the Eau Claire 
Downtown Riverfront District project are more firm) including:  an outside electronic 
sign; a lighted, covered entrance to the library; an amphitheater (permanent 
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performance/stage area and seating) in the back lawn of the library; walkways and 
other features that would tie the front of the library to the rear of the library and to the 
river and reduce the maintenance of the appearance of the back lawn—less grass, 
more rock, mulch and garden areas; transforming the plant areas on the river side 
interior of the library into quiet, cozy “contemplation zones” with comfortable seating 
and views of the river (and even consider enclosing the areas with glass); 
transforming the existing young adult area on the second floor into a more glass 
enclosed, dynamic and flexible high-tech teen zone; and developing the second floor 
outside landings of the library for customer use in the warmer weather months—
benches, tables and chairs, etc.  At the meeting I also asked for and received $1,500 
of support for the “11 to 11 on September 11” programming. 

 IFLS held a hands-on morning workshop at Bloomer Public Library entitled “Raw 
Data to Advocacy” on July 20 that Teresa and I attended.  It was designed to help you 
learn how to turn data into advocacy graphs and charts for presentations, brochures 
and flyers.  

 At the MORE Directors Council meeting I attended on July 22, the 2012 MORE 
budget was approved. 

 The library purchased a site license for a two-part ALA TechSource Workshop on 
August 4 and 11 entitled “Integrating E-Books and E-Readers into Your Library.”  
Each session was 90 minutes.  The first session was on purchasing e-books for your 
library and the second was on lending e-book readers.  Public Relations and 
Programming Services Manager Bess Arneson, Reference Services Manager Renee 
Ponzio, Teresa, Mark and I attended from LEPMPL.  I had offered the workshop to 
IFLS staff and other MORE libraries.  Leah Langby and Maureen Welch from IFLS 
attended as well as the library directors from Altoona, Colfax, Hammond, Hudson, 
Plum City and River Falls. 

 I attended another evening strategic planning session on August 9 in the Eau Claire 
Room of the library with the City Council and City Department Directors. 

 On August 10, Youth Librarian Dayna Lovell, Reference Assistant Isa Small, Renee 
and I met with members of a Youth Leadership Eau Claire group of high schoolers to 
brainstorm how they might help the library plan, promote and staff open  labs or 
workshops to introduce customers to new technologies, formats and media using a 
mix of iPads, laptops, computers and other devices.   

 On August 11, I attended the annual Leadership Eau Claire Alumni Luncheon as well 
as a Good Life meeting at the Chippewa Valley Museum. 
 

  
From the Management Team & Staff 
 
Assistant Director/Human Resources 
 
Bess Arneson and Mark Troendle continued to meet periodically to review planning progress 
for “11 to 11 on September 11.”  Mark drafted a request, which I presented to the Friends of 
the Library Board on July 18 (and they approved) asking their assistance in funding 
promotional stickers for staff to wear to publicize the event, pocket Constitutions to give 
away, a custom stamp to personalize the pocket Constitutions and snacks and a light lunch 
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for staff working September 11.  Public Relations and Programming staff and Jackie Depa 
provided cost estimates used in the request.  The Friends’ sponsorship will be noted in 
promotional materials. 
 
Technical Services Manager Sharon Price scheduled a meeting with a Midwest Tape 
representative on August 5 so that selectors could preview an alternative method of 
evaluating and selecting media materials for purchase.  The demonstration was very 
informative.  Selectors generally felt that using Midwest Tape’s online collection 
development service would make selecting most non-print more efficient than the current 
practice allows.  Staff will begin using this service as soon as practical. 
 
The Eau Claire Police Department contacted Mark regarding a reported bicycle theft.  After 
receiving authorization from me, Mark located the requested video in the archived database 
and burned a copy to disc for the police to assist in their investigation. 
 
The Staff Affairs Committee hosted a very nice summer salad bar lunch for staff on July 27.   
 
Safety and Security 
 
Mark Troendle, Circulation Services Manager Laura Miller and Associate Larry Nickel met 
to discuss options for increasing security in the holds area including signage and increased 
camera coverage.  It was decided to add some signs as a first step.  One additional camera in 
this area is in the current plan for the expansion of surveillance cameras. 
 
Larry performed a “walk-around” with a vendor to fill in details on adding surveillance 
cameras and beginning an upgrade to digital network cameras as well as replacement 
recorders and more easily accessible network software. 
 
Larry continued to work on emergency exit map design and layout. 
 
Information Technology (IT)  
 
In July 2011, IT staff responded to and resolved 40 requests from library staff for a wide 
range of issues.  Major projects included continuation of the iPad project and the beginning 
of the E-mail server migration (as detailed below): 
 
Other highlights include:  
 
Kris Nickel (Network Manager) 

 Worked with Heartland Business Systems engineers during the week of July 25 to 
build, install and configure the new mail server as well as receive some training on 
Microsoft Exchange (the server software).  The library will be converting from 
Novell GroupWise to Exchange in August with most employees’ existing mail being 
migrated to the new system. 

 Worked with various staff to continue readying the devices and accessories for the 
late September launch of iPads lending. 
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 Worked with City IS staff to make the changes to the payroll system as needed by the 
library to move from the testing environment to the live environment.  

 Received seven Gates Grant computers began configuring them as replacements for 
public Internet PCs. 
 

Jeff Burns (Electronic Resources Facilitator)  
 Continued working with reference on new website content. 
 Upgraded Joomla-based websites to latest version 1.5.23 and began testing version 

1.7. 
 Implemented Google Analytics stats for the Chippepedia.org website. 
 Created new Google maps for book drop and parking locations for website 
 Implemented HTML 5 video for iPad access. 
 Tested new website on smartphone/iPod touch. 
 Installed and configured new room booking software for new website. 
 Created and implemented new picture editor/up loader for Genealogy database 

(allows end user to upload pictures/images for specific records) 
 Created and implemented new birth, marriage and divorce editors for MORE 

Genealogy databases 
 Worked with Technical Services to integrate artwork images into online catalog 

records allowing customers to view/browse artwork images 
 
Public Relations & Programming (PRPS) 
 
During the latter part of July, the entire library participated in an informal version of the 
national “Geek the Library” promotional campaign.  The campaign promotes the message 
that the library can help everyone explore the things they ‘geek.’  Geek, the verb, is defined 
as: to love, enjoy, celebrate, have an intense passion for; to possess a large amount of 
knowledge in; to promote. Posters were placed throughout the building, and promotional 
flyers and bumper stickers were made available to customers.  Staff wore stickers that read 
“What Do You Geek?” and handed out bookmarks featuring the website at 
www.geekthelibrary.org.   
 
PRPS staff continued planning efforts for the art auction at the conclusion of the summer art 
show and “11 to 11 on September 11” events. 
 
Other activities included: 
 
Larry Nickel (Library Associate II) 

 Continued work on developing instructions for meeting room audiovisual equipment.  
 Made layout changes to genealogy handouts. 
 Completed the design for a promotional button for September 11 events. 
 Participated in iPad project planning meetings.  
 Created two Shoe Box Show auction advertisements for print publication. 
 Updated a list of signs for removal and doors for repainting. 
 Worked with the Business Manager to update the library page in the city budget 

brochure.  
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Melany Bartig (PRPS Assistant II) 
 For the September 11 program: 

o Requested, received and evaluated quotes for stickers and a stamp  
o Worked on a design for a rubber stamp 
o Created a program flyer and poster 
o Created a bookmark 

 Created an “Eau Claire Collects” art show flyer using cover design from Art 
Committee volunteer Kris MacCallum. 

 Revised the Shoe Box Show flyer to send out as a reminder for the August 25 
auction. 

 Updated the Mystery Readers flyer with 2011-2012 titles. 
 Took photos and video of teens decorating a car for Teen Chalk Fest. 

 
Kris Jarocki (PRPS Assistant I) 

 Recreated the ArtsWest 31 (2010) slide show for website archives. 
 As part of preparing discarded equipment for auction/donation, took photos of and 

measured equipment, prepared a list of descriptions, matched up manuals and remotes 
and labeled remotes. 

 Made and posted a new CD music divider labels.  
 Scanned 180 archived library photos. 
 Took photos of five new art prints and produced cards for the Circulation art box. 
 Replaced dated range signs. 

 
Technical Services (TS)  
 
Division figures for 2011 (as of  the end of July):  

 14,435 items added to the database since 01/01/2011 
 8,575 items withdrawn from the database since 01/01/2011 

 
Special Division Projects completed in July: 

 Investigated and implemented the printing of scan-able barcodes for selector white 
slips. 

 Ordered, received and arranged for LEPMPL logo printing of 16 new art print bags. 
 Completed first inventory scanning of the Reference collection (in which a duplicate 

location code was found, deleted and all necessary items moved and updated). 
 URL project for Reference/Special Collections digitized items: 216 titles. 
 Cataloged and added to database the gift/donation of 100 fiction titles. 

 
Mary Blakewell (Associate I) 

 Placed over 1175 orders. 
 Placed electronic order to W.T. Cox for 222 magazine titles. 
 Began working with Julie Woodruff, the MORE project coordinator, on the Midwest 

Tapes electronic ordering setup. 
 Placed re-orders for audiobooks. 
 Investigated, along with Jean Pickerign, errors in reconciliation with the 

administration financial system. 
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Jean Pickerign (Assistant II) 
 Received and invoiced 1,030 items.  
 Investigated, along with Mary Blakewell, errors in reconciliation with administration 

financial system. 
 Researched and resolved missing items report from inventory scanning.  
 Recorded 40 missing items worth $712.27 for inventory report. 

 
Sharon Price (Technical Services Manager) 

 Trained Jenny Karls on entry of BXREADERS to the database. 
 Began training Jenny Karls on original cataloging of  items in OCLC.  
 Original cataloging performed on 2 books (totaling 65 minutes).  
 Cataloged and exported 226 bibliographical records from OCLC database into 

MORE. 
 Exported 35 authority records from OCLC authority database into MORE. 
 Edited 566 BXREADERS item records in YS collection to “no holds” and changed 

location codes to Easy Reader from Easy. 
 
Donna Swenson (Associate II) 

 Edited bibliographic records for music CD re-label project. 
 Coordinated scanning for collection inventory, ran reports and recorded statistics. 
 Continued updating VHS bibliographic records of City Council meeting minutes to 

reflect the change of format to DVD. 
 Original cataloging performed on 3 items: 1 CD, 1 DVD, 1 book  (totaling 72 

minutes) 
 Completed URL project for Special Collections digitized items: 216 titles. 
 Assisted Laura Miller in setting call numbers and other coding for iPads. 
 Cataloged and exported 313 bibliographic records from OCLC database into MORE. 
 Exported 4 authority records from OCLC authority database into MORE. 

 
Jenny Karls (Associate II) 

 Created original bibliographic and item records for 65 BXREADERS in the MORE 
database. 

 Cataloged and exported 438 bibliographic records from OCLC database into MORE. 
 Attended webinar on RDA (Resource Description and Access) hosted by Minitex. 
 Exported 73 authority records from OCLC authority database into MORE. 

 
Teri Oestreich (Assistant I)  

 Input 1,764 new items. 
 Continued supervising the music CD  spine re-label project.   
 Ran weekly reserve report, searched out reserved titles and placed on reserve cart. 
 Ran weeding (T code) report and asked processors to pull appropriate items. 
 Coordinated 2nd barcode and additional music CD cases orders with MORE so 

LEPMPL could receive the bid order pricing. 
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TS Processors (Pages) 
 Scanned over 15,160 items for the inventory of the adult fiction collection. 
 Processed 1,764 new items plus worked on the music CD re-label project. 
 Lori Jungerberg began shelving for YS Division 8 hours per week. 
 Lori Jungerberg put on screen protector film on 37 iPads. 

 
Jackie Hagenbucher (Desk Clerk) 

 Withdrew nearly 1,000 items. 
 Made new spine labels for all music CDs in the re-label project. 
 Added prices to items from Circulation price-list project. 
 Reviewed over 600 old order records, noted date received or marked if not received. 

 
Youth Services (YS) 
 
July was another busy month of summer programming.  The storytime series was wrapped 
up on July 21.  Storytime was extremely well-attended this summer.  Wonderful, age-
appropriate programs are always offered, but the heat likely brought in people that might 
otherwise have spent their time outside.  One toddler storytime had nearly 100 people on an 
extremely hot day!   
 
Some special teen events were offered during the month.  On July 8, seventeen teens 
attended the Myths and Legends Story Creator program and created digital comic-book style 
myths using free software in the library’s computer lab.  On July 11, the Wii gaming 
tournaments continued with Super Smash Bros. Brawl.  Almost 50 kids faced off in two 
gaming sessions.  On July 15, YS offered a cool place to take a break at the movies.  How to 

Train Your Dragon and Scott Pilgrim Versus the World  were shown in the Eau Claire Room 
with fresh popcorn for everyone.  Finally, the Teen Chalk Fest took place on July 29.  The 
theme was “Games and Gaming” and teens could register solo or as a group to create a 
unique chalk design on the cement walls surrounding the library’s lower level parking lot.   
 
This summer, Youth Librarian Dayna Lovell has taken the opportunity to develop a 
relationship with the Boys & Girls Club as well as the Community Table’s Youth Program.  
She kept in touch with their staff and invited their teens to attend the various programs and 
events held here at the library.   
 
Youth Services is offering a Family Reading Program for the second year.  This program 
began on July 25 and runs through September 3.  It is a way for families to read together and 
complete fun literacy activities for a chance to register for family prize packages.  This is the 
second year we have offered the program which we started as a way to keep kids reading 
after they complete their summer library folder.   
 
Reference Services (RS) 
 
Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio worked on getting the names of the 911 victims 
together for the 9/11 day of remembrance the library has planned.  She did Home Delivery 
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for the week of July 25 while Associate Kathy Herfel, the Home Delivery Coordinator, was 
on vacation.  
 
Travel the World with Club Read, the library’s summer reading program for adults, ended on 
August 1.  This year, 200 customers registered for the program and completed 414 passports.  
Thirty-six staff members participated and completed 132 passports.  Prize letters were sent to 
winners from the public. 
 
For July, Cindy Westphal prepared a Pick of the Month on the library’s website on 
“Celebrate July” and created and maintained a Readers Advisory table, “Murder on the 
Menu.”  She compiled historical information for me on the State Theater and other theaters, 
music halls and performance venues that were prominent in Eau Claire.  Cindy continues to 
provide content for the library’s new website, attended a PIE content meeting and added 
shortcuts to various area and city web sites on the iPad.  During July, she proctored 7 exams 
for students taking online or long-distance courses, updated the Author Alert page on the 
library’s website and attended a webinar on “I Didn’t Know the Census Bureau Did That!” 
 
Offering e-mail genealogy assistance, Reference staff looks up obituary requests, scans 
obituaries and then sends these requests to customers all over the United States. During July, 
2 obituaries were processed and sent electronically. 
 
Reference Assistant David Dial organized the RA Table "Through Native Eyes: Histories: 
Oral Histories and Memoirs by Native American Authors" for July 1-15.  This topic was a 
good one since the library owns a wealth of such materials but they do not have a unique 
subject heading and are instead interspersed with those of Anglo authors.  It was nice to see 
that for two weeks at least, these materials became a collection on their own and just as 
pleasing to see that most of the items were checked out. 
 
Reference Assistant Theresa Boetcher continues updating the Community Information 
Database (CID) and the statistics for the month of July were 34 records changed and updated, 
one new record added and one record deleted.   She submitted 44 interlibrary loan requests 
for customers in July.  Theresa also did the MORE multiple holds report for me and searched 
the reports for catalog items that have been withdrawn or are missing for Bess and me by 
looking up the records for these items and recording what formats and how many are owned 
by LEPMPL.  Theresa continues with the dubbing project for recording the City Council 
Meetings from VHS to DVD.  She created labeling for Special Collection items for the 
"Queen" and "Second Opinion" local magazine/newsletter Princeton file holders.  Theresa 
contacted the publisher of these publications to ask for any back copies they would be willing 
to provide.  The response was good; they were delighted that the library was requesting the 
copies for our collection.  The library is still missing some issues as they didn't have copies 
of all their issues. 
 
Reference Assistant Isa Small continues to work on creating a master back-up for the 
circulating iPads and is working with the content and packaging/maintenance subcommittees 
to prepare the devices for circulation.  She also updated the interlibrary records for Home 
Delivery customers to easily notify desk staff that the item is for a Home Delivery customer. 
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Reference Associate Kathy Herfel is serving on the Circulation iPad Committee which is 
working on policies and procedures for checking out iPads including for Home Delivery 
customers. 
 
Home Delivery 
 
The current Home Delivery customer total is 197.  Two customers were added to the 
program and one person passed away.   Reminiscing with the Library at Heatherwood 
Assisted Living was attended by 5 residents and pets were the topic this month. 
 
Holds and Resource Sharing (HRS) 
 
Because of some construction work, the offsite bookdrops at Jeffers Road were moved to the 
side of the building and then moved back by the custodians.  Bob Rieder spent some time 
over a few days cleaning up most of the boxes. Some were just a little dirty and some had 
bird droppings on them. 
 
Circulation 
 
Both with check-in and checkout of materials, this year’s July 5 was a typically busy day in 
Circulation after a two day closure of the library due to a holiday.  Summer adult and 
children’s programs have kept the Circulation checkout lines long, but moving quickly.  
There are day care groups that come weekly as well in fairly large groups. 
 
Circulation staff participated in the library’s “Geek the Library” campaign by wearing 
stickers daily and having bookmarks and flyers readily available at the circulation desk.  
Included in the “giveaways” for this campaign were 2,000 plastic bags.  These were placed at 
the end of the circulation counter in lieu of our typical box of donated plastic bags and were 
gone within 10 days.   
 
Due to a repair of the public elevator that closed it down for about three weeks and the need 
to have customers use an alternative elevator to access the various floors at the library, a new 
procedure was created to provide for access via the staff elevator in the back.   
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Library Board  
Officers and Committees 2011-2012 

 
OFFICERS 

 
President – Don Wisner 

Vice President – Linda Stelter 
Secretary – Bob Hauser 

 
 
COMMITTEES 
 
STANDING 
 
Executive 
Don Wisner (President)(Chair)  
Linda Stelter (Vice-President) 
Bob Hauser (Secretary) 
Susan Bruce  
Stella Pagonis 
 
Development & Endowment 
Susan Bruce (Chair) 
Penny France 
Bob Fraser  
Joanne Horan  
Sue Bornick (ECCF) (non-voting) 
Emily Moore (Community) 
John Stoneberg (Staff) (non-voting) 
 
Finance 
Stella Pagonis (Chair) 
Bob Hauser (Executive Committee) 
Jackie Pavelski (City Council) 
 
Personnel 
Bob Hauser (Chair) 
Penny France 
Bob Fraser 
Dale Peters (Assistant City Manager) 
 
Planning  
Linda Stelter (Exec. Comm.) (Chair) 
Susan Bruce 
Bob Fraser 
 

 
 
OTHER 
 
Nominating       
Dick Lee (Chair)   
Joanne Horan 
Jackie Pavelski (City Council) 
 
Distinguished Service Award 
Penny France (Chair) 
Dick Lee 
Jennifer Jeniak (Friends) 
Emily Moore (Community) 
John Stoneberg (Staff) 
 
REPRESENTATIVES 
 
Friends of the Library:  Penny France 
IFLS:  Bob Fraser 
City Council:  Jackie Pavelski 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
07/25/11 
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
2011 YTD BUDGET REPORT - Operating
For the Period Ended July 31, 2011

2011 ACTUAL
OBJ ESTIMATED YTD RE- REMAINING %

# ACCOUNT NAME REVENUE REVENUE CEIVABLE UNCOLLECTED COLLECTED
PUBLIC LIBRARY REVENUE

4002 General Property Tax-City 2,826,600.00$         2,826,600.00$          -$                     -$                             100.0%
4009 Prop Tax-Post 2005 Debt 40,100.00                 40,100.00                  -                       -                               100.0%
4128 Federal Aid-Other -                             -                               -                       -                               0.0%
4330 Library Fines & Miscellaneous Revenue 118,000.00              66,892.07                  -                       51,107.93                  56.7%
4398 Other Penalties (Collection Agency) 2,700.00                   1,820.00                     -                       880.00                        67.4%
4451 Electronic Copy Revenue 3,000.00                   1,334.88                     -                       1,665.12                     44.5%
4452 Copier Revenue 3,300.00                   1,613.86                     -                       1,686.14                     48.9%
4602 Service to Eau Claire County 549,200.00              274,601.50                -                       274,598.50                50.0%
4608 Indianhead Library System 47,800.00                 13,988.38                  -                       33,811.62                  29.3%
4672 Service Charge-Other (Fairchild) -                             -                               -                       -                               0.0%
4798 Misc Service Revenues (Act 150) 237,900.00              238,054.60                -                       (154.60)                      100.1%
4834 Book Bag Sales 600.00                      472.44                        -                       127.56                        78.7%
4836 Misc Grant Revenue 15,000.00                 -                               -                       15,000.00                  0.0%
4850 Gift Revenue 20,000.00                 80,914.37                  -                       (60,914.37)                 404.6%
4852 Misc Reimbursements-Lost Items 15,000.00                 8,646.64                     -                       6,353.36                     57.6%
4858 Refund of Prior Years Expense -                             30.00                           -                       (30.00)                         n/a
4898 Miscellaneous Revenue 6,500.00                   2,828.40                     -                       3,671.60                     43.5%
5152 Sale of Capital Assets 200.00                      -                               -                       200.00                        0.0%

3,885,900.00$         3,557,897.14$          -$                     328,002.86$              91.6%
5590 Fund Balance Used for CIP 220,000.00              220,000.00                -                       -                               0.0%
5580 Working Capital Applied 64,500.00                 -                               -                       64,500.00                  0.0%

TOTAL REVENUE 4,170,400.00$         3,777,897.14$          -$                     392,502.86$              90.6%
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 ACTUAL
OBJ 2011 YTD ENCUM- AVAIL. %

# ACCOUNT NAME APPROP. EXPENDED BRANCES BUDGET USED
PUBLIC LIBRARY EXPENDITURE

6010 Payroll Wages 1,738,000.00$         971,267.38$              766,732.62$              55.9%
6020 P/R Overtime -                             -                               -                               n/a
6030 Special Pays 33,500.00                 12,738.59                  20,761.41                  38.0%
6040 Employer Paid Benefits 341,800.00              181,119.47                160,680.53                53.0%
6043 Health insurance-Employer 352,000.00              180,923.45                171,076.55                51.4%
6047 Health insurance Deductible 33,000.00                 8,451.96                     24,548.04                  25.6%
6099 Misc. Reimbursements -                             -                               -                               n/a
6108 Unemployment Compensation 17,600.00                 (6.95)                           17,606.95                  0.0%
6110 Postage & Shipping 18,500.00                 8,229.52                     10,270.48                  44.5%
6112 Computer Service Charges 120,000.00              80,394.99                  39,605.01                  67.0%
6116 Binding 1,000.00                   152.90                        847.10                        15.3%
6120 Auditing 2,400.00                   1,667.16                     732.84                        69.5%
6122 Cataloging 2,100.00                   1,700.00                     400.00                        81.0%
6128 Repairs to Tools & Equip 5,500.00                   1,251.96                     1,090.30$           3,157.74                     42.6%
6138 Equipment Rental 5,000.00                   3,184.66                     1,815.34                     63.7%
6160 Staff Training/Conference 22,000.00                 7,484.22                     14,515.78                  34.0%
6162 Membership Dues 3,700.00                   615.00                        3,085.00                     16.6%
6198 Miscellaneous Contractual 72,000.00                 35,312.00                  5,798.11             30,889.89                  57.1%
6202 Electricity 70,000.00                 33,012.18                  36,987.82                  47.2%
6208 Gas Service 20,000.00                 15,351.70                  4,648.30                     76.8%
6210 Telephones 8,500.00                   3,240.75                     5,259.25                     38.1%
6252 Water Service 2,000.00                   565.50                        1,434.50                     28.3%
6254 Sewer Service 2,400.00                   502.97                        1,897.03                     21.0%
6308 Special Assessments 600.00                      694.81                        (94.81)                         115.8%
6350 Liability & Property Insurance 31,000.00                 15,499.98                  15,500.02                  50.0%
6398 Insurance Claims Reimbursement -                             -                               -                               n/a
6402 Office, AV, Library Supplies 79,700.00                 41,171.21                  4,065.41             34,463.38                  56.8%
6409 Library Materials 411,500.00              182,880.90                228,619.10                44.4%
6415 Lost/Damaged Collection Materials 15,000.00                 8,159.91                     6,840.09                     54.4%
6490 Equipment Purchases < $5000 73,800.00                 62,600.85                  2,100.00             9,099.15                     87.7%
6495 Grant Expenditures 15,000.00                 7,800.00                     7,200.00                     52.0%
6496 Gift Expenditures 20,000.00                 45,422.10                  1,508.36             (26,930.46)                 234.7%
6498 Other Materials & Supplies 4,400.00                   202.04                        4,197.96                     4.6%
6790 Refunds & Reimbursements 10,400.00                 10,090.47                  309.53                        97.0%
6802 Capital Purchases 10,000.00                 -                               6,177.35             3,822.65                     61.8%
7020 Transfer to Debt Service 40,100.00                 -                               40,100.00                  0.0%
7044 Transfer to Library Capital Projects 326,000.00              326,000.00                -                               100.0%

3,908,500.00$         2,247,681.68$          20,739.53$        1,640,078.79$          58.0%
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OBJ 2011 YTD ENCUM- AVAIL. %

# ACCOUNT NAME APPROP. APPROP. APPROP. APPROP. APPROP.
LIB BLDG MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE

6010 Payroll Wages 130,200.00$            54,714.48$                75,485.52$                42.0%
6020 Payroll Overtime 17,300.00                 5,210.82                     12,089.18                  30.1%
6030 Special Pays 2,800.00                   -                               2,800.00                     0.0%
6040 Employer Paid Benefits 27,600.00                 11,167.31                  16,432.69                  40.5%
6043 Health Ins (ER) 39,000.00                 16,399.58                  22,600.42                  42.1%
6047 Health Insurance Deductible 2,700.00                   1,350.00                     1,350.00                     50.0%
6108 Unemployment Compensation -                             341.46                        (341.46)                      n/a
6128 Repairs to Tools & Equipment 200.00                      252.74                        (52.74)                         126.4%
6130 Repairs to Buildings 21,000.00                 10,659.57                  1,252.48$           9,087.95                     56.7%
6138 Equipment Rental 100.00                      -                               100.00                        0.0%
6144 Laundry & Dry Cleaning 200.00                      -                               200.00                        n/a
6150 Special Services 8,500.00                   5,319.68                     2,338.61             841.71                        90.1%
6214 Garbage Service 2,100.00                   2,815.52                     (715.52)                      134.1%
6256 Stormwater Charges 400.00                      473.01                        (73.01)                         118.3%
6340 Implementation Reserves 400.00                      -                               400.00                        n/a
6460 Repair Part & Supplies 1,100.00                   747.26                        73.98                   278.76                        74.7%
6464 Building Materials & Janitorial Supplies 8,300.00                   2,928.77                     582.67                4,788.56                     42.3%

261,900.00$            112,380.20$              4,247.74$           145,272.06$              44.5%

TOTAL EXPENSES 4,170,400.00$         2,360,061.88$          24,987.27$        1,785,350.85$          57.2%
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
LTD CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BUDGET REPORT
For the Period Ended July 31, 2011

 ACTUAL
OBJ CURRENT SINCE INCEPTION ENCUM- AVAILABLE %

# ACCOUNT NAME APPROP. EXPENDED BRANCES BUDGET USED
LIBRARY CIP FUND - REVENUE

4802 Interest-Pooled Investments -$                           213,460.00$              -$                     (213,460.00)$            
5114 Tsf from Library -$                           2,159,900.00$          -$                     (2,159,900.00)$         

-$                           2,373,360.00$          -$                     (2,373,360.00)$         

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT 1997
6810 Capital Costs (2006 and previous years) 716,200.00$            716,109.38$              -$                     90.62$                        100.0%

Closed
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE 1999

6802 Capital Purchases 979,900.00$            979,865.10$              -$                     34.90$                        100.0%
Closed

LIBRARY BUILDING EXPANSION 2006
4178 State Aid-Bldg Commission Grant 125,000.00$            125,000.00$              -$                     -$                             
4818 Other Interest 23,600.00$              46,317.43$                -$                     (22,717.43)$              
4850 Gifts & Donation 1,020,700.00$         1,013,701.13$          -$                     6,998.87$                   
4852 Misc Reimbursements & Refund 1,200.00$                 35,177.00$                -$                     (33,977.00)$              
5590 Fund Balance Used for CIP 700,000.00$            -$                             -$                     700,000.00$              

Total Revenue 1,870,500.00$         1,220,195.56$          -$                     650,304.44$              

6010 P/R Wages -$                           31,963.98$                -$                     (31,963.98)$              
6040 Benefits -$                           4,068.88$                   -$                     (4,068.88)$                 
6810 Capital Costs 1,870,500.00$         1,785,858.10$          4,087.00$           80,554.90$                

Total Expense 1,870,500.00$         1,821,890.96$          4,087.00$           44,522.04$                97.4%

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT 2007
4853 Energy Improvement Rebates -$                           27,121.40$                -$                     (27,121.40)$              
5590 Fund Balance Used for CIP 1,070,900.00$         -$                             -$                     1,070,900.00$          

Total Revenue 1,070,900.00$         27,121.40$                -$                     1,043,778.60$          

6810 Capital Costs 1,070,900.00$         513,438.90$              169,612.02$      387,849.08$              63.8%
Total Expense 1,070,900.00$         513,438.90$              169,612.02$      387,849.08$              

LIB TECHNOLOGY UPGRADES 2011
6810 Capital Costs 67,200.00$              2,823.87$                   -$                     64,376.13$                4.2%

 
TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN EXPENSE 4,704,700.00$         4,034,128.21$          173,699.02$      496,872.77$              89.4%

tk
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    ADMINISTRATIVE 

      MEMORANDUM  
 
TO:   Library Board 

    

FROM:  Teresa Kriese, Business Manager 

 

DATE:  08/18/2011 

 

SUBJECT:  July 2011 Warrant Report Summary 

 

 

The Warrant Report Summary for the month of July is shown below. 

 

      Warrant Report Summary – Month Ending July 31, 2011 

 

             July 01, 2011           $    3,689.85 * 

             July 08, 2011                    48,120.08 ** 

             July 15, 2011               20,288.02 ***  

             July 22, 2011               48,721.40 **** 

             July 29, 2011                 2,217.69 *  

                    Total         $123,037.04 

 

 

  *  Totals for July 01 and July 29 are smaller because no library materials invoices were     

      processed during those weeks. 

 

  ** In addition to processing two weeks of library materials invoices, the total for July 08  

       includes the monthly health insurance payment of $32,067.95. 

 

*** The July 15 report includes a total of $5,283.70 in professional services to Ayers &  

Associates in preparation for work to be done on the roof repairs and repairs to the  

exterior brick work and $6,512.94 to Xcel Energy for the monthly electric and gas  

usage. 

 

**** The July 22 report includes an $8,422.68 payment to Dell Marketing for a purchase of  

computers.  The library received a Gates Grant in the amount of $7,800 to cover the  

majority of the purchase.  Also included in this week’s report is a total of $29,016 to  

PC Mall Gov. for IPad purchases that have been funded by the gift of $50,000 from the  

Presto Foundation.  The remainder of the purchase for the IPad project will be  

included in future monthly reports. 
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 070111L

Invoice Description Invoice #

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC 213903 $173.20
MO SVC JUNE-JULY

NONE1126L

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC 213904 $33.41
CELL PHONES MAY-JUNE

NONE1126

BALDWIN PUBLIC LIBRARY 213905 $1.00
LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1126

BALDWIN PUBLIC LIBRARY 213905 $32.00
LOST ITEM REFUND ADULT BK

LIBRFND1126L

CDW GOVERNMENT 213906 $697.85
SUPPLIES

XQZ2683

EAU CLAIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERC 213907 $25.00
LEADERSHIP EC- STONEBERG

1070278

EO JOHNSON CO INC 213908 $359.77
ADMIN COPIER JULY-AUG

28454958

KIRK, DAN 213909 $775.00
YS PERFORMANCE- JUGGLING

NONE1126

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC 213910 $140.58
FEE/POSTAGE NEWSLETTER

23901

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC 213910 $1,405.34
FEES/POSTAGE -  MAY

NONE1126

PARK FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213911 $17.95
LOST ITEM REFUND ADULT BK

LIBRFND1126

RIVER FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213912 $8.75
LOST ITEM REFUND ADULT BK

LIBRFND1126L

RIVER FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213912 $20.00
LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1126

$3,689.85
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 070811L

Invoice Description Invoice #

ALIBRIS 213913 $12.90
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

49417631

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $7.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

080072033145

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $15.86
LIBRARY MATERIALS

154180033812

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $17.79
LIBRARY MATERIALS

024874833177

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $23.04
LIBRARY MATERIALS

116488790511

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $23.49
IFLS NONPRINT

150143083624

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $28.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

192404287059

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $29.57
LIBRARY MATERIALS

024875869788

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $30.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

024879411235

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $38.82
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

056357117873

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $38.86
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

154185986593

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $68.26
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

154183039813

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $97.91
LIB MATERIALS, MORE DVDS

245062743958

AMAZON COM LLC 213914 $232.07
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

080070834523

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $6.78
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56425502

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $8.48
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56425503

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $10.18
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56737861

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $11.88
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I56425506

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $12.73
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I57213721

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $17.96
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I57812600

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $19.51
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

I57839071

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $21.59
IFLS NONPRINT

I57185310

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $24.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I57213720

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $28.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I57411221

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $29.07
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025997580

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $35.91
LIB MATERIALS, IFLS NONPRT

I57812601

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $44.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I57318790

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $45.34
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56737860

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $51.04
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I57411230

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $53.78
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025981725

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $55.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025984338

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $55.99
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I56881500
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 070811L

Invoice Description Invoice #

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $64.77
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I57318791

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $91.42
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026005499

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $106.04
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025985243

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $120.28
LIBRARY MATERIALS

5011490012

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $130.06
LIB MAT, IFLS NONPRT, L&D

I57839070

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $148.34
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025981689

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $160.32
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025949783

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $173.16
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025967174

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $190.92
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025971192

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $206.83
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025962361

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $296.76
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56425505

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $324.33
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025992931

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $422.57
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025985642

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $437.02
LIB MAT, IFLS NONPRT, L&D

I57411220

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $448.88
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025989213

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $452.23
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025985242

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $465.05
LIB MAT, BOOKMARKS, L&D

2025971352

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $487.40
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026002180

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $516.55
LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

2025992935

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $764.43
LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

2025983666

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $854.37
LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

2026002083

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213915 $1,304.85
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025967161

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC 213916 $80.82
LIBRARY MATERIALS

143795D

CHIPPEWA VALLEY MUSEUM 213917 $50.00
HISTORICAL GAMES PROGRAM

NONE1127

EO JOHNSON CO INC 213918 $75.00
REF SVC K APR-JUN

CNIN495883

EO JOHNSON CO INC 213918 $75.00
REF SVC K JUL-SEP

CNIN495884

GALE GROUP 213919 $41.38
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17220133

GALE GROUP 213919 $44.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17223938

GALE GROUP 213919 $46.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17227169

GALE GROUP 213919 $59.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17222470

GALE GROUP 213919 $64.78
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17223103

GALE GROUP 213919 $71.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17222811
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GALE GROUP 213919 $99.73
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17224159

GALE GROUP 213919 $189.55
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17209191

GALE GROUP 213919 $198.72
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17230543

GALE GROUP 213919 $258.69
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17227920

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP 213920 $2,521.48
COBRA/NO ER SHARE AUGUST

NONE1127L

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP 213920 $29,546.47
ACTIVES AUGUST

NONE1127

HUBIN, PETER J 213930 $10.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

430491

INFORMATION TODAY INC 213921 $234.55
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1371518-B1

KARLS, JENNY 213922 $53.79
BIB RECORD TRAINING-KARLS

NONE1127

MIDWEST TAPE 213924 $24.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2547192

MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INS 213925 $1,276.17
AUGUST

NONE1127

OKEE DOKEE MUSIC LLC 213926 $800.00
YS PROGRAM

NONE1127

PENGUIN GROUP USA INC 213927 $31.96
LIBRARY MATERIALS

7009642767

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213928 $35.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081704708

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213928 $64.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081687313

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213928 $70.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081708594

RECORDED BOOKS INC 213929 $111.37
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74274528

VILLAGE OF LUCK 213923 $7.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1127

WESTON WOODS STUDIOS 213931 $24.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

4012072

WILS 213932 $2,585.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

33565

$48,120.08
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ALIBRIS 213933 $23.80
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

49622197

ALTOONA PUBLIC LIBRARY 213934 $11.00
LOST ITEM REFUND JUV MAG

LIBRFND1128

ALTOONA PUBLIC LIBRARY 213934 $15.00
LOST ITEM REFUND JUV BK

LIBRFND1128L

ALTOONA PUBLIC LIBRARY 213934 $35.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD NONPRT

LIBRFND1128L

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $7.14
LIBRARY MATERIALS

139472847061

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $8.93
LIBRARY MATERIALS

139474258261

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $10.91
LIBRARY MATERIALS

150144136409

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $11.24
LIBRARY MATERIALS

150140218491

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $11.63
LIBRARY MATERIALS

099583574762

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $12.67
LIBRARY MATERIALS

157667062504

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $12.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

229025457645

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $13.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS

279794760802

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $13.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS

279795327021

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $13.78
LIBRARY MATERIALS

000467062134

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $14.24
LIBRARY MATERIALS

265025351504

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $16.50
LIBRARY MATERIALS

241322770214

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $17.51
LIBRARY MATERIALS

116486961749

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $17.98
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

126757174005

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $17.99
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

080079224538

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $18.23
IFLS NONPRINT

234301004307

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $19.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

270705140340

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $25.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

241321710687

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $28.46
IFLS NONPRINT

138347273559

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $31.93
LIBRARY MATERIALS

099586427440

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $31.93
LIBRARY MATERIALS

122372016440

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $32.94
LIBRARY MATERIALS

071170390612

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $33.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

266188577892

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $34.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

123316463262

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $39.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

123315787727

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $42.14
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

071171141577

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $42.66
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

139474468067

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $56.50
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

250608826649
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AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $63.92
LIBRARY MATERIALS

123313798026

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $63.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS

150704641803

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $90.61
LIB MATERIALS, IFLS NONPRT

192400456744

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $111.33
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

157668089304

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $139.57
LIB MAT, L&D, IFLS NONPRT

241323105785

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $139.96
LIB MATERIALS, IFLS NONPRT

123312382873

AMAZON COM LLC 213935 $221.39
LIB MAT, L&D, VID TO DVD

250607183985

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC 213936 $1.09
MO USE EC REF,AD,HRS,FAX

2151932605

AYRES ASSOCIATES 213937 $730.10
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

140588

AYRES ASSOCIATES 213937 $4,553.60
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

140905

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $8.75
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I58539753

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $13.48
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I58725871

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $14.23
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I57944461

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $20.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I58539750

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $21.59
IFLS NONPRINT

I58539751

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $23.46
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I58539752

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $24.61
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

I58154951

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $24.71
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I58045580

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $24.75
LIB MAT, YS PRIZES, L&D

2026013509

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $26.11
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I58725870

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $35.34
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I58807090

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $37.13
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025997378

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $38.15
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I58154950

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $42.56
LIB MATERIALS, IFLS NONPRT

I57944460

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $47.65
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I58426500

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $61.22
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025996871

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $65.71
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026010414

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $168.35
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026008682

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $224.28
LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

2026028148

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $258.87
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025996860

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $286.30
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I58807091

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $311.71
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026016193
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BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $328.36
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026008767

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213938 $336.70
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026010446

BETCHKAL, STEVE 213939 $45.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

001

BRILLIANCE AUDIO INC 213940 $228.59
LIBRARY MATERIALS

IN0608414

CHINESE CULTURE CLUB - UWEC 213941 $50.00
YS PROGRAM

NONE1128

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213942 $10.00
LOST ITEM REFND COLL AGNCY

LIBRFND1128L

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213942 $19.95
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1128L

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213942 $20.00
LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRT

LIBRFND1128

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213942 $21.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1128L

EAU CLAIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERC 213944 $138.00
SOCIAL MEDIA CONFERENCE

1070485

INFORMATION TODAY INC 213945 $337.55
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1360635-B1

KENLAND MUSIC INC 213947 $550.00
YS PROGRAM

NONE1128

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 213946 $100.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I110701-0004

MIDWEST TAPE 213948 $49.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2558293

MIDWEST TAPE 213948 $64.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2552785

MIDWEST TAPE 213948 $74.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2552784

NMT CORPORATION 213949 $420.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

46654

OFFICE DEPOT 213950 $1,102.44
SUPPLIES

1837899

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213951 $32.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081720123

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213951 $40.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081654430

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213951 $40.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1181654430

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213951 $75.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081724834

TANTOR MEDIA 213952 $35.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

43990

TANTOR MEDIA 213952 $35.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

44403

TANTOR MEDIA 213952 $47.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

44185

TANTOR MEDIA 213952 $77.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

43660

TANTOR MEDIA 213952 $317.94
LIBRARY MATERIALS

44088

TANTOR MEDIA 213952 $411.41
LIBRARY MATERIALS

43541

THE CINEMA GUILD 213943 $112.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

54243

UNIVERSAL HUMAN PUBLISHING 213953 $23.85
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2127

WISCONSIN DEPT OF JUSTICE 213954 $7.00
BACKGROUND CHECK

G1413L

XCEL ENERGY 213955 $6,512.94
JUNE-JULY

288515915
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$20,288.02
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A-1 EXPRESS RENTAL CENTER 213956 $52.80
PROGRAMMING EQUIP RENTAL

254674

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $-35.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

192407505043

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $-29.16
LIBRARY MATERIALS

157666767360

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $-3.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

187612275934

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $-1.89
LIBRARY MATERIALS

113961919825

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $-1.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

248017425743

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $-0.50
LIBRARY MATERIALS

248015138651

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $7.44
LIBRARY MATERIALS

119663885812

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $10.36
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

190614325999

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $11.19
LIBRARY MATERIALS

126758931765

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $13.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS

190616264591

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $15.13
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

190616122251

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $15.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

088779702262

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $16.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

152601500989

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $17.43
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

221767611157

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $21.54
LIBRARY MATERIALS

221762975552

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $23.68
MORE DVDS

243789578789

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $26.90
LIBRARY MATERIALS

221760168896

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $29.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

190616489946

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $46.29
LIB MATERIALS, MORE DVDS

094750146361

AMAZON COM LLC 213957 $99.89
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

279319368716

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC 213958 $47.50
PHONEBOOK LISTINGS

NONE1129

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-90.67
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I434615CM

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-85.16
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002184124

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-59.40
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I438246CM

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-44.13
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002184123

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-32.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002181574

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-31.62
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002180262

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-30.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002180264

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-29.12
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002180261

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-28.53
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002184120

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-27.38
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002174075
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BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-25.19
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002175074

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-25.17
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002181570

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-20.14
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I429975CM

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-16.47
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002174074

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-15.68
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002182315

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-15.11
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002181573

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-14.56
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002181572

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-14.55
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002175075

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-14.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002174076

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-13.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002181571

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-13.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002184122

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-13.44
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002184121

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-10.18
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I439760CM

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-10.07
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002184125

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-9.51
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002180265

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-9.51
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002181575

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-8.16
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002184127

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-7.53
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002180263

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-6.73
LIB MATERIALS, GIFTS-ERNST

0002168105

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-4.70
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002184126

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-4.41
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

0002169294

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $-2.35
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0002168104

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $11.89
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I59270621

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $14.37
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I59797070

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $21.59
IFLS NONPRINT

I59370302

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $35.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I59171750

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $41.99
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I59370304

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $43.90
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026046247

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $62.58
LIB MATERIALS, IFLS NONPRT

I59370301

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $64.77
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I59270620

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $97.80
MORE DVDS

I59618081

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $108.59
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026038253
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BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $141.42
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I59370303

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $161.14
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026042502

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $225.96
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

I59370300

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $246.50
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026033504

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $261.21
MORE DVDS

I59618090

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $354.85
LIB MAT, YS PRIZES, L&D

2026034671

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $381.25
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026033130

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $601.05
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026034744

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $1,006.18
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026041911

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213959 $1,087.86
MORE DVDS

I59618080

BOOK FARM INC 213960 $116.95
GIFTS - KIWANIS GIFT

0024071

CHARTER COMMUNICATION 213961 $4.94
CABLE TV JULY-AUG

NONE1129

CHETEK PUBLIC LIBRARY 213962 $8.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1129

CHETEK PUBLIC LIBRARY 213962 $8.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1129L

DELL MARKETING L P 213963 $8,422.68
GATES GRANT COMPUTER PURCH

XFCWNTC54

DRESSER PUBLIC LIBRARY 213964 $34.99
LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1129

EAU CLAIRE COMMUNITY FOUNDATIO213965 $25.38
ADM FEE 2ND QTR 2011

20110630 LIBC

GALE GROUP 213966 $26.25
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17235099

GALE GROUP 213966 $47.24
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17245416

GALE GROUP 213966 $129.73
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17244666

GALE GROUP 213966 $144.72
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17245069

GALE GROUP 213966 $225.71
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17243973

GALE GROUP 213966 $225.71
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17244363

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC 213967 $1,302.85
POSTAGE/FEES JUNE

NONE1129

LEXISNEXIS MATTHEW BENDER 213968 $2,330.25
LIBRARY MATERIALS

19248350

MIDWEST TAPE 213969 $34.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2563186

MIDWEST TAPE 213969 $39.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2563185

PC MALL GOV 213970 $26.00
IPAD PURCHASE

0135465136LL

PC MALL GOV 213970 $990.00
IPAD PURCHASE

0135465136

PC MALL GOV 213970 $2,850.00
IPAD PURCHASE

0135465136L

PC MALL GOV 213970 $25,150.00
IPAD PURCHASE

0135465136LL

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213971 $-45.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

9000134183
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RANDOM HOUSE INC 213971 $-40.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

9000115634

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213971 $12.00
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

1081816066

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213971 $18.00
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

1081815985

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213971 $40.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081797507

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213971 $45.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081799418

RANDOM HOUSE INC 213971 $78.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1181799418

RECORDED BOOKS INC 213972 $19.57
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74286775

RECORDED BOOKS INC 213972 $21.89
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74261963

RECORDED BOOKS INC 213972 $26.14
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74264173

RECORDED BOOKS INC 213972 $35.77
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74286196

RECORDED BOOKS INC 213972 $41.17
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74290946

RECORDED BOOKS INC 213972 $47.47
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74280286

RECORDED BOOKS INC 213972 $52.87
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74284581

SHREDAWAY 213973 $57.00
SHREDDING JUNE

28489

SHREDAWAY 213973 $382.50
SHREDDING ADMIN PURGE

28649

STATE BAR OF WISCONSIN 213974 $162.76
LIBRARY MATERIALS

433284

TANTOR MEDIA 213975 $30.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

44675

UNIQUE MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC213976 $259.55
COLLECTION AGENCY JUNE

211823

UW MANITOWOC LIBRARY 213977 $35.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

107

WALKER DISPLAY INC 213978 $676.33
CIP RENOVATION

40800

$48,721.40
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AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC 213979 $173.20
MO SVC JULY-AUG

NONE1130

BLUE NORTHERN DISTRIBUTING LLC 213980 $25.95
ERNST GIFTS

571818

CDW GOVERNMENT 213981 $103.99
IT SUPPLIES

XXB9668

CDW GOVERNMENT 213981 $200.06
IT SUPPLIES

XXR7586

CDW GOVERNMENT 213981 $213.68
IT SUPPLIES

XZM5187

CITY OF MENOMONIE 213988 $10.00
LOST ITEM REFUND COLL AGENCY

LIBRFND1130

EAU CLAIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERC 213982 $400.00
FRIENDS CLUB READ PRIZES

NONE1130

EO JOHNSON CO INC 213983 $359.77
ADMIN COPIER AUG-SEPT

28464231

HABLE, STAS 213984 $150.00
YS PROGRAM - SHOW

NONE1130

INNOVATIVE USERS GROUP 213985 $100.00
MEMBERSHIP 7/2011 - 6/2012

2011-INDHD79

KRUKOWSKI & COSTELLO 213986 $169.95
AS SUPPLIES

TROENDLE-20

MIDWEST COLLABORATIVE FOR LIBRA213987 $160.00
DEWEY DEC WORKSHOP-KARLS

922999

NEW RICHMOND PUBLIC LIBRARY 213989 $15.00
LOST ITEM REFUND JUV BK

LIBRFND1130L

NEW RICHMOND PUBLIC LIBRARY 213989 $25.00
LOST ITEM REFUND JUV BK

LIBRFND1130

RIVER FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213990 $15.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1130

VOLUME ONE MAGAZINE 213991 $96.09
FRIENDS PROGRAM AD

NONE1130

$2,217.69
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY

Supplemental Bills & Claims Listing - July 2011

CUSTODIAL OPERATING BUDGET

VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Various Salaries, wages 7,354.12$       

Various Overtime 579.50            

Various Employer paid benefits 1,502.96         

Various Health insurance 2,413.63         

Various Health Insurance Deductible -                  

Various Unemployment Compensation 37.83              

Greener Grass Systems Annual Service 63.00              

Braun Elevator Service Elevator Service 549.75            

Braun Elevator Service Elevator Service 183.28            

Waste Management Garbage Service 403.73            

Viking Electric Electrical Repair 34.88              

13,122.68$     

LIBRARY OPERATING BUDGET

VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Various Salaries & wages, shift prem, longevity, special pays 134,726.95$   

Various Employer paid benefits 24,843.17       

159,570.12$   
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AVERAGE ADJUSTED DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS IN BUILDING
n/a 1,844       2,080       12.8%    Month of JULY
n/a 1,554       n/a n/a    Year to date

AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS TO YOUTH SERVICES
n/a 1,161       1,388       19.6%    Month of JULY
n/a 785          n/a n/a    Year to date

ATTENDEES AT YOUTH SERVICES OUTREACH PROGRAMS:
n/a n/a -           n/a    Month of JULY
n/a n/a 4,696       n/a    Year to date

Note:  There were no outreach services in July due to in-house summer programs.

% SHARE OF CHECKOUTS AND RENEWALS (Does NOT include outgoing MORE trans.)

n/a 70.4% 70.4% 0.0%    City of Eau Claire
n/a 16.9% 17.2% 1.7%    Remainder of Eau Claire County participating in Co. Lib. Svcs. Agreement
n/a 12.7% 12.4% -2.1%    All other users checking something out or renewing from this building

      Figures given for billable period according to contract (July-June)

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS CHECKING SOMETHING OUT FROM THIS BLDG:
n/a 18,098    17,038    -5.9%    Month of JULY
n/a 114,011  107,409  -5.8%    Year to date

CHECKOUTS
n/a n/a 85,200    n/a    Month of JULY
n/a n/a 527,413  n/a    Year to date

RENEWALS
n/a n/a 22,997    n/a    Month of JULY
n/a n/a 144,513  n/a    Year to date

Note:  the consortium changed the method of counting checkouts and renewals in October, 2010.

Remote renewals are no longer estimated separately.

DOWNLOADABLE MATERIALS BY EAU CLAIRE CARDHOLDER
(Not included in checkouts above)
Downloadable Audio Books

n/a n/a 602          n/a Month of JULY
n/a n/a 3,667       n/a Year to date

Downloadable eBooks
n/a n/a 380          n/a Month of JULY
n/a n/a 1,634       n/a Year to date

Downloadable Music/Video
n/a n/a 10            n/a Month of JULY
n/a n/a 85            n/a Year to date

Note:  Statistics for downloadable materials started in January of 2011.

LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Statistical Report - JULY

Chng. 
Prev. Yr.

2009 2010 2011 Description
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FREEGAL DOWNLOADS - Note:  Freegal service began February 22, 2011

n/a n/a 3,367       n/a Month of JULY
n/a n/a 21,173    n/a Year to date

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS
  Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)

n/a 12,074    11,058    -8.4%    Month of JULY
n/a 79,995    78,194    -2.3%    Year to date

  Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
n/a 11,278    11,263    -0.1%    Month of JULY
n/a 79,630    83,469    4.8%    Year to date

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS OF JUVENILE MATERIALS
   Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)

n/a 1,754       2,101       19.8%     Month of July(includes renewals)
n/a 11,329    16,017    41.4%     Year to date (includes renewals)

  Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
n/a 1,766       1,712       -3.1%     Month of JULY
n/a 12,861    14,203    10.4%     Year to date

INTERLIBRARY LOANS
  Incoming materials (included in "Checkouts above)

n/a 449          181          -59.7%    Month of July(without renewals)
n/a 2,662       1,486       -44.2%    Year to date (without renewals)

  Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)
n/a 289          232          -19.7%    Month of July(without renewals)
n/a 2,089       2,066       -1.1%    Year to date (without renewals)

  Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)
n/a 4               5                  Month of July(renewals)
n/a 14            63            350.0%    Year to date (renewals)

HOME DELIVERY (included in Checkouts above)
n/a 901          902          0.1%    Month of July(without renewals)
n/a 6,790       6,304       -7.2%    Year to date (without renewals)

HOME DELIVERY RENEWALS (included in Checkouts above)
above)

n/a 55            106          92.7%    Month of July Renewals
n/a 553          516          -6.7%    Year to date Renewals

 

UNIQUE VISITORS TO WEBSITE
n/a 9,969       10,474    5.1%    Month of JULY
n/a 52,570    53,302    1.4%    Year to date

Description2009 2010 2011
Chng. 

Prev. Yr.
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  400 Eau Claire Street 
  Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
  www.ecpubliclibrary.info 
 
 
 

 
 

National Friends of Libraries Week Proclamation  
October 16-22, 2011 

 
October is the month we celebrate and reflect  

upon the importance of our Friends. 
 

 
Whereas, the Friends of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library 

raise monies that enable our library to move from good to great—
providing, among other things, volunteers, the resources for additional 
programming and materials, much needed equipment and generous 
special funding throughout the year; and 
 

Whereas, the work of the Friends highlights, on an on-going basis, 
the fact that our library is the cornerstone of the community, providing 
opportunities for all to engage in the joy of life-long learning and connect 
with the thoughts and ideas of others from ages past to the present; and 
 

Whereas, the Friends understand the critical importance of well-
funded libraries and advocate to ensure that our library gets the 
resources it needs to provide a wide variety of services to all ages, 
including access to print, non-print and electronic materials, along with 
expert assistance in research, readers’ advisory and children’s services; 
and 
 

Whereas, the Friends’ gift of their time and commitment to the 
library sets an example for all in how volunteerism leads to positive civic 
engagement and the betterment of our community; 
 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Board of Trustees of the 
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library proclaims October 16-22, 2011 as 
Friends of the Library Week in Eau Claire, Wisconsin; encourages 
everyone to join the Friends of the Library; and thanks them for all they 
do to make our library and community a much better place to live.     

            

   August 18, 2011 
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iPad Guidelines – 7 Day External Loan  
 
 

 Only current MORE consortium library cardholders in good standing may borrow an iPad.  
“Current” is defined as having a library card for a minimum of 30 days.  “Good standing” is 
defined as a library card account and any custodial children/guardians’ accounts having 
fines/fees of less than $10.00. 
 

 The cardholder must be 18 years of age or older to check out an iPad. 
 

 The cardholder must present his/her actual library card in order to check out an iPad.   
 

 In addition, a photo ID will be required.  The ID can be a Driver’s License, State ID, Military 
ID, Student ID and/or Passport photo which contain the cardholder’s name and an 
identifiable photo. 
 

 Only one iPad per household may be checked out at any given time. 
 

 iPads can be checked out at the Circulation Desk at the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public 
Library starting at the time the library opens.   
 

 External use iPad loan periods are for up to 7 calendar days and are not renewable.  Overdue 
fees will be charged for iPads not returned by their due date in the amount of $10.00 per day.  
Maximum fine is $100.00.   
 

 iPads need to be returned to library staff at the Circulation Desk at the L.E. Phillips Memorial 
Public Library no later than 1 hour before the library closes.  The cardholder must remain at 
the Circulation Desk until all equipment has been checked to make sure that all pieces are 
accounted for, checked in off the cardholder’s card and the Borrower agreement is signed 
and dated, signifying a proper return. 
 

 iPads cannot be placed in the library books drops outside of the library (curb side and off-site 
included), nor in the library return slot.  A fee of $25.00, in addition to any other 
accumulated fess/fines, will be charged for this type of return. 
 

 An overdue notice will be sent when the iPad is 2 days past its due date; another overdue 
notice sent 5 days past the iPad’s due date and a BILL STATEMENT sent 7 days past the 
due date.  If an iPad is not returned within 3 days from the date of the BILL STATEMENT, 
the full replacement cost will be added to the cardholder’s library record and no return is 
possible. 
 

 Be careful with the device and keep it safe from water and other liquids and from being 
dropped.  Avoid exposing it to extreme temperatures like leaving it in your car in winter or in 
the summer’s heat. 
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 The iPad Borrowing Agreement must be completed with each checkout, acknowledging 
financial responsibility for lost, stolen or damaged equipment. 
 

 Once an iPad is “checked out” onto a cardholder’s library record, it becomes the sole 
responsibility of that cardholder per the Borrower’s Agreement. 
 

 The library reserves the right to update and change this policy at any time without notice.  It 
is the responsibility of the cardholder to read and accept the current version of Borrower 
Agreement and iPad guidelines. 
 

 The library reserves the right to refuse service to anyone who abuses equipment or is 
repeatedly late in returning an iPad or its accessories. 
 

CONTENT:  
 

 Library staff will load content onto the device. 
 

 United States Copyright Law (Title 17 U.S. Code) prohibits the unauthorized reproductions 
or distribution of copyrighted materials, except as permitted by the principle of “fair use.”  
This includes most digital information resources.  
 

 Content will be returned to the library’s default content choices at the end of each checkout.  
Any content added by the cardholder during their checkout period will be lost. 
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iPad Guidelines – In-House Use 
 
 

 Only current MORE consortium library cardholders in good standing may borrow an iPad for 
use in-house.  “Good standing” is defined as a library card account and any custodial 
children/guardians’ accounts having fines/fees of less than $10.00. 
 

 The cardholder must be 18 years of age or older. 
 

 The cardholder must present his/her actual library card. 
 

 In addition, a photo ID will be required.  The ID can be a Driver’s License, State ID, Military 
ID, Student ID and/or Passport photo which contain the cardholder’s name and an 
identifiable photo. 
 

 Only one checkout of an iPad per day per cardholder will be permitted regardless of total 
time actually used.  
 

 In-house use iPad loan periods are for up to 4 hours or less depending on library hours and 
time of use. 
 

 iPads for in-house use cannot be reserved.  Available iPads for use in-house will be 
obtainable on a first-come, first-served basis. 
 

 An iPad will be checked out onto the eligible cardholder’s library account while the iPad is 
used in-house.  The checkout will occur at the Circulation Desk starting at the time the 
library opens and up to 2 hours before the library closes.  
 

 In-house use iPads must remain inside the library building walls at all times and may not be 
brought past security detection gates.  Leaving the library building with an in-house use iPad 
will be considered theft of library property by L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library and will 
be reported as such to the proper legal authorities.    
 

 Do not leave a checked-out iPad unattended.  Library staff is not responsible for checked-out 
iPads or accessories. 
 

 iPads need to be returned to the library staff at the Circulation Desk no later than 1 hour 
before the library closes.  The cardholder must remain at the Circulation Desk until all 
equipment has been checked to make sure that all pieces are accounted for and checked in off 
the cardholder’s card and that the Borrower agreement is signed and dated,  signifying a 
proper return. 
 

 iPads cannot be returned to an unattended counter of any public desk.  A fee of $25.00, in 
addition to any other accumulated fees/fines, will be charged for this type of return.  
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 Overdue fees will be charged for iPads not returned by the specified time to the Circulation 
Desk at a rate of $5.00 for every 15 minutes overdue.  There is no grace period. 
 

 Be careful with the iPad  and keep it safe from water and other liquids and from being 
dropped.  
 

 Immediately report to the Reference Desk any loss of, or damage to, an iPad.  Do not attempt 
to troubleshoot problems with the iPad. 
 

 The iPad Borrowing Agreement must be completed with each in-house use, acknowledging 
financial responsibility for lost, stolen or damaged equipment. 
 

 Once an iPad is “checked out” onto a cardholder’s library record, it becomes the sole 
responsibility of that cardholder per the Borrower’s Agreement. 
 

 Cardholders are responsible for complying with Library Board Policies on Computer and 
Internet Use and Internet Safety and the library’s Computer and Internet Use Rules of 
Conduct. (documents available upon request). 
 

 The library reserves the right to update and change this policy at any time without notice.  It 
is the responsibility of the cardholder to read and accept the current version of the Borrower 
Agreement and iPad guidelines. 
 

 The library reserves the right to refuse service to anyone who abuses equipment or is 
repeatedly late in returning an iPad or its accessories. 
 

CONTENT:  
 

 Library staff will load content onto the device. 
 

 United States Copyright Law (Title 17 U.S. Code) prohibits the unauthorized reproductions 
or distribution of copyrighted materials, except as permitted by the principle of “fair use.”  
This includes most digital information resources.  
 

 Content will be returned to the library’s default content choices at the end of each use.  Any 
content added by the cardholder during their checkout period will be lost. 
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iPad Guidelines – Home Delivery Service 
 
 

 Only active L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library Home Delivery library cardholders in 
good standing may borrow an iPad.  “Good standing” is defined as a library card account 
without missing/damaged items on the record at the time of checkout. 
 

 iPads are checked out for a loan period of 28 days.  The loan period begins at the time the 
iPad is checked out by Circulation staff and given to the Home Delivery volunteer.  The loan 
period ends when the iPad is returned to the Circulation Desk staff by the Home Delivery 
volunteer. 
 

 The Home Delivery volunteer will be required to pick up the iPad at the Circulation Desk.  
The item will be checked out onto the Home Delivery customer’s library card at that time.  
Two copies of the borrower’s agreement will be completed and sent with the delivery 
volunteer for the cardholder’s signature.   
 

 The iPad Borrowing Agreement must be completed with each Home Delivery checkout, 
acknowledging financial responsibility for lost, stolen or damaged equipment.  Once the iPad 
is received by the Home Delivery customer, the Borrower’s Agreement needs to be signed 
and mailed in the self-addressed stamped envelope provided. 
 

 Once an iPad is “checked out” onto a cardholder’s library record, it becomes the sole 
responsibility of that cardholder per the Borrower’s Agreement. 
 

 Any problems with the iPad should be reported to the Home Delivery Coordinator at  
715-839-4875 or homedeliveryservice@eauclaire.lib.wi.us 
 

 iPads can only be reserved via the Home Delivery Coordinator or designated representative 
at the number or email address above. 
 

 The library reserves the right to refuse service to anyone who abuses equipment or is 
repeatedly late in returning the iPad or accessories. 
 

 Be careful with the device and keep it safe from water and other liquids and from being 
dropped.  Avoid exposing it to extreme temperatures like leaving it in your car in winter or in 
the summer’s heat. 
 

CONTENT:  
 

 Library staff will load content onto the device. 
 

 United States Copyright Law (Title 17 U.S. Code) prohibits the unauthorized reproductions 
or distribution of copyrighted materials except as permitted by the principle of “fair use.”  
This includes most digital information resources.  
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 Content will be returned to the library’s default content choices at the end of each use.  Any 

content added by the cardholder during their checkout period will be lost. 
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Rules of Use:
• iPads available for a maximum loan period of up to 7 calendar days are for checkout by customers 18 years of age   
 or older who are current library cardholders in good standing.  The iPad loan period is not renewable.
• An iPad loaned will be checked out onto the eligible library cardholder’s library account.
• Overdue fees will be charged for iPads not returned by their due date in the amount of $10.00 per day.  There is no   
 grace period.  A fee of $25.00, in addition to any other accumulated fees/fines, will be charged if an iPad is returned in  
 a book drop or anywhere except directly to library staff at the Circulation Desk.
• You will be held responsible for all applicable replacement costs and processing fees, up to $1,020.00 for the iPad 
 and/or accessories if lost, stolen or damaged while checked out to you.  The library will not accept replacement iPads   
 or accessories purchased by the customer.
• Failure to pay any amount owed will be considered an outstanding debt to L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library and   
 will be added as a fine to your library card.  In addition, failure to resolve this matter may result in legal action under   
 WI statute 943.61 or local ordinance.

L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library
iPad Borrowing Agreement/7-day External Loan

Borrower Name (please print):  _____________________________________________________________________

Current Address:  ________________________________________________________________________________

Library Card #:  _______________________________________   Photo ID Verification ________________________
                           (Staff Initials)

iPad Barcode #:  _________________________    Staff Initials:  _____________  Due Date:   ______________________

I understand that I am fully responsible for this borrowed iPad and any accompanying accessories, and for its safe and 
timely return to staff at the library Circulation Desk from which it was borrowed.   I understand that I am responsible 
for all applicable charges if the iPad is damaged, lost or stolen, or accessories are missing or damaged, or late fees or 
other fees are incurred.   I have read, understand, and agree to the Rules of Use listed in this agreement and the iPad 
Guidelines.  I agree to return the iPad by the due date noted.

Borrower Signature____________________________________________________   Date_______________________

 
For Return Process   Return Date: ________________________ Late Fines: _______________

   iPad Physical Condition (circle):  Satisfactory Problem Observed

Please specify any problems observed by staff or reported by customer:  _______________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________Staff initials:  ___________

Accessories 
Checked Out  
Every Time:  

Optional 
Accessories 
Checked Out:  

☐ Carrying case
☐ Power cord 
 w/USB adapter 

☐ Keyboard dock☐ Protective skin
☐ Screen protector
☐ Instructions

Approved by the Board of Trustees, L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library, August 2011

Required
Accessories 
Checked in:

I understand I remain liable for any damage caused to this iPad and/or its accessories, even after initial check-in, until such 
time a thorough inspection can be performed by authorized staff.

Borrower Signature ___________________________________________________    Date ________________________

☐ Carrying case
☐ Power cord 
 w/USB adapter 

☐ Protective skin
☐ Screen protector
☐ Instructions

Optional 
Accessories 
Checked in:

☐ Keyboard dock

Rev. CS 08/10/2011

400 Eau Claire Street
Eau Claire, WI  54701
Phone 715-839-5004
Fax 715-839-5310
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Rules of Use:
• iPads for in-house use only are available for a maximum loan period of up to 4 hours and may be checked out by   
 customers 18 years of age or older who are current library cardholders in good standing.
• iPads loaned will be checked out onto the eligible library cardholder’s library account.  Only one checkout of an iPad   
	 per	day	per	library	cardholder	will	be	permitted	regardless	of	total	time	actually	used.
•	 iPads	must	remain	inside	the	library	building	walls	at	all	times	and	may	not	be	brought	past	security	detection	gates.			 	
	 Do	not	leave	the	iPad	unattended.		Library	staff	is	not	responsible	for	checked	out	iPads	or	accessories.
•	 Overdue	fees	will	be	charged	for	iPads	not	returned	directly	to	library	staff	at	the	Circulation	Desk	by	the	specified	time		
 in the amount of $5 for every 15 minutes overdue.  There is no grace period.
• You will be held responsible for all applicable replacement costs and processing fees, up to $1,020.00 for the iPad and/ 
 or accessories if lost, stolen or damaged while checked out to you.   The library will not accept replacement iPads   
 or accessories purchased by the customer.
•	 Failure	to	pay	any	amount	owed	will	be	considered	an	outstanding	debt	to	L.E.	Phillips	Memorial	Public	Library	and		 	
	 will	be	added	as	a	fine	to	your	library	card.		In	addition,	failure	to	resolve	this	matter	may	result	in	legal	action	under		 	
	 WI	statute	943.61	or	local	ordinance.

L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library
iPad Borrowing Agreement/4-hour In-House Use Only

Borrower Name (please print):  _____________________________________________________________________

Current	Address:		________________________________________________________________________________

Library	Card	#:		______________________________________			Photo	ID	Verification	________________________
                   			(Staff	Initials)

iPad	Barcode	#:		_________________________		Date/Time	CKO:		____________		Time	to	be	Returned:			____________

I understand that I am fully responsible for this borrowed iPad and any accompanying accessories, and for its safe and 
timely return to staff at the library Circulation Desk from which it was borrowed.   I understand that I am responsible 
for all applicable charges if the iPad is damaged, lost or stolen, or accessories are missing or damaged, or late fees or 
other fees are incurred.   I have read, understand, and agree to the Rules of Use listed in this agreement and the iPad 
Guidelines.  I agree to return the iPad by the due date noted.

Borrower Signature____________________________________________________   Date_______________________

 
For Return Process    

	 Return	Date/Time:	________________________	 Late	Fines:	_______________

	 iPad	Physical	Condition	(circle):		Satisfactory	 		 Problem	Observed

Please	specify	any	problems	observed	by	staff	or	reported	by	customer:		_______________________________________	

____________________________________________________________________________Staff	initials:		___________

Accessories	
Checked	Out	 	
Every	Time:	 	

Optional	
Accessories	
Checked	Out:  

☐	Carrying	case
☐ Power cord 
 w/USB adapter 

☐ Keyboard	dock☐	Protective	skin
☐ Screen protector
☐	Instructions

Rev. CS 08/10/2011Approved by the Board of Trustees, L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library, August 2011

Required
Accessories	
Checked	in:

I	understand	I	remain	liable	for	any	damage	caused	to	this	iPad	and/or	its	accessories,	even	after	initial	check-in,	until	such	
time	a	thorough	inspection	can	be	performed	by	authorized	staff.

Borrower Signature ___________________________________________________    Date ________________________

☐	Carrying	case
☐ Power cord 
 w/USB adapter 

☐	Protective	skin
☐ Screen protector
☐	Instructions

Optional	
Accessories	
Checked	in:  

☐	Keyboard	dock

400	Eau	Claire	Street
Eau	Claire,	WI		54701
Phone	715-839-5004
Fax	715-839-5310
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Rules of Use:
•	 iPads	available	for	a	maximum	loan	period	of	up	to	28	calendar	days	are	for	checkout	by	current	Home	Delivery		 	
	 customers	who	are	current	library	cardholders	in	good	standing.		The	iPad	loan	period	is	not	renewable.
•	 An	iPad	loaned	will	be	checked	out	onto	the	active	Home	Delivery	cardholder’s	library	account.
•	 Any	problems	with	the	iPad	should	be	reported	to	the	Home	Delivery	Coordinator	at	715-839-4875	or		 	 	
	 homedeliveryservice@eauclaire.lib.wi.us.
•	 You	will	be	held	responsible	for	all	applicable	replacement	costs	and	processing	fees,	up	to	$1,020.00	for	the	iPad		 	
	 and/or	accessories	if	lost,	stolen	or	damaged	while	checked	out	to	you.		The	library	will	not	accept	replacement	iPads			
	 or	accessories	purchased	by	the	customer.
•	 Failure	to	pay	any	amount	owed	will	be	considered	an	outstanding	debt	to	L.E.	Phillips	Memorial	Public	Library	and		 	
	 will	be	added	as	a	fine	to	your	library	card.		In	addition,	failure	to	resolve	this	matter	may	result	in	legal	action	under		 	
	 WI	statute	943.61	or	local	ordinance.

L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library
iPad Borrowing Agreement/Home Delivery Service

Borrower	Name	(please	print):  _____________________________________________________________________

Current	Address:  _________________________________________________________________________________

Library	Card	#:	 ______________________________________  

iPad	Barcode	#:		___________________________				Staff	Initials:		_____________		Due	Date:			_____________________

I understand that I am fully responsible for this borrowed iPad and any accompanying accessories, and for its safe and 
timely return to Home Delivery library staff or volunteers.  I understand that I am responsible for all applicable charges 
if the iPad is damaged, lost or stolen, or accessories are missing or damaged, or other fees are incurred.  I have read, 
understand, and agree to the Rules of Use listed in this agreement and the iPad Guidelines.  I agree to return the iPad by 
the due date noted.

Borrower	Signature______________________________________________   Date_______________________

Home	Delivery	Coordinator	(or	designee)_____________________________  Date_______________________

 
For	Return	Process			 Return	Date:	________________________

	 	 	 iPad	Physical	Condition	(circle):		Satisfactory	 		 Problem	Observed

Please	specify	any	problems	observed	by	staff	or	reported	by	customer:		_______________________________________

____________________________________________________________________Staff	initials:		___________________

Accessories	
Checked	Out	 	
Every	Time:  

Optional	
Accessories	
Checked	Out:	 	

☐	Carrying	case
☐	Power	cord	
	 w/USB	adapter	

☐	Keyboard	dock☐	Protective	skin
☐	Screen	protector
☐	Instructions

Rev. CS 08/10/2011Approved by the Board of Trustees, L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library, August 2011

Required
Accessories	
Checked	in:

I	understand	I	remain	liable	for	any	damage	caused	to	this	iPad	and/or	its	accessories,	even	after	initial	check-in,	until	such	
time	a	thorough	inspection	can	be	performed	by	authorized	staff.

Borrower	Signature	_____________________________________________    Date________________________

☐	Carrying	case
☐	Power	cord	
	 w/USB	adapter	

☐	Protective	skin
☐	Screen	protector
☐	Instructions

Optional	
Accessories	
Checked	in:  

☐ Keyboard	dock

400	Eau	Claire	Street
Eau	Claire,	WI		54701
Phone	715-839-5004
Fax	715-839-5310
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   10/16/98; 2/18/99; 2/18/00; 07/20/00; 10/19/00; 02/21/02; 04/18/02;  
   08/15/02; 09/18/03; 7/21/05; 10/20/05; 1/19/06; 11/15/07; 09/17/09  
Date last reviewed: 09/17/09   

 
 
LOAN PERIOD IN DAYS 
 
Adult new fiction under 400 pages long 14 days, two 14-day renewal periods 

(except for items with holds) 
 
Adult new fiction 400 pages long or more 21 days, two 21-day renewal periods 

(except for items with holds) 
 
All other books, pamphlets, magazines, 21 days, two 21-day renewal periods  
books on cassette/disc, compact discs,  from date of renewal (except for items 
maps with holds on them) 
 
Extended loan for art reproductions, 42 days, no renewals 
materials taken for vacation (this  
applies only to materials which have a 
21-day loan period with a 21-day renewal 
period) 
 
iPads (7-day loan) 7 days, no renewals 
 
Videocassettes/DVDs 7 days, two 7-day renewals.  At the 

discretion of the audiovisual cataloger, a 
21-day checkout period (with no renewal) 
may be given to certain 
videocassettes/DVDs/software that have 
subject matter (i.e., a learning process) 
for which an extended period of time may  

 be needed to master a particular 
technique. 

 
All television series seasons 14 days, two 14-day renewal periods 
regardless of length and all other (except for items with holds) 
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visual media more than seven hours 
(420 minutes) long that are 
cataloged, packaged and circulated 
as one item 
 
Videocassettes and DVDs required  With the permission of a Library  
for specific show dates  Associate  or Librarian, videocassettes 

and DVDs required for a specific show 
date can be given an extended checkout 
period up to 21 days.  For any customer, 
these include public performance videos.  
For teachers, or those in an educational 
setting, these include any video being 
shown for educational purposes or as 
part of the class or the curriculum.  As 
with any of the library materials, the 
customer is responsible for adherence to 
copyright laws. 

 
 
INTERLIBRARY LOAN PERIODS IN DAYS 
 
Large print books for groups for 42 days 
extended loan to System libraries 
 
Books, pamphlets, magazines, 28 days 
audiocassettes, books on cassette/disc,  
compact discs, charts, maps 
 
Census microfilm and 21 days 
videocassettes/DVDs/software 
 
 
REFERENCE MATERIALS 
 
Reference materials in the adult and juvenile collections are not loaned except in special 
cases and at the discretion of the Information & Reference desk or Youth Services desk 
staff, who will determine the loan period. 
 
 
NOTICES ON DAMAGED OR MISSING PARTS 
 
Individual notice shall be sent requesting the return of missing parts or payment for 
missing or damaged parts. 
 
 
OVERDUE NOTICES 
 
The following overdue notice schedule shall be followed apart from noted exceptions: 
 

First notice at 15 days after due date 
Second notice at 30 days after due date 
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Replacement bill at 45 days after due date 
 
This schedule shall apply to adult, as well as children's items, but not for iPads or 
interlibrary loan materials. 
 
For iPads, the following overdue notice schedule shall be followed: 
 

First notice at 2 days after due date 
Second notice at 5 days after due date 
Replacement bill at 7 days after due date 
 

For interlibrary loan materials, the following overdue notice schedule shall be 
followed: 
 

First notice at 3 days after due date 
Second notice at 10 days after due date 
Replacement bill at 20 days after due date 

 
After the 45 day notice library staff may attempt to secure the return of the library 
materials through individual letters and telephone calls.  In addition, library staff may refer 
customers with overdue items to the City Attorney or the Police Department. 
 
Staff may send bills to customers blocked for excessive fines or to any other customers 
with fines. 
 
Information about uncollectible fines, overdue materials, and missing or damaged parts 
may be released to an outside agency for collection.  Library staff may release information 
about overdue materials to such an agency when the customer has at least one item that 
is 60 days overdue and fines/fees totaling $25.00 or more.  The collection agency 
engaged in this task will be deemed an agent of the library and will be required to maintain 
confidentiality regarding the identity of any individual who borrows or uses the library's 
documents or other materials, resources or services. 
 
 
FINES THRESHOLD 
 
Items shall not be checked out to any customer with ten dollars ($10) or more in fines or 
lost or damaged item charges. 
 
iPads shall not be checked out to any customer with ten dollars ($10.00) or more in 
fines and/or have lost or damaged items and whose custodial children have similar 
blocks. 
 
 
FINE CHARGES 
 
Fine charges for overdue items shall be 10 cents per day per item except for 
videocassettes, software and DVDs which are $1.00 per day, interlibrary loan materials 
which are $1.00 per day per item, and iPads which are $10.00 per day. 
  
The maximum fine per item shall be $5.00 except for browsing paperbacks, magazines, 
and pamphlets, interlibrary loan materials, and iPads.  The maximum fine per item 
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for iPads shall be $100.00.  The maximum fine for interlibrary loan materials shall be 
$10.00 per item.  The maximum fine per item for browsing paperbacks, magazines, and 
pamphlets shall be $1.00.  The maximum fine per item for items costing $0.00 - $7.99 in 
the cataloged collection (cataloged paperbacks, hardcover books, and audiovisual 
materials) shall be $1.00.  The maximum fine for items costing more than $250.00 shall be 
$25.00. 
 
 
INTERLIBRARY LOAN FINE CHARGES FOR ITEMS SENT TO OTHER LIBRARIES 
 
Since libraries have agreed to charge their customers overdue fines for interlibrary loan 
materials just like they charge fines for any other materials that go out of their library, the 
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library shall charge no fines for interlibrary loan materials 
sent out to other libraries.  Those libraries shall retain the fine revenue which they collect 
from their customers for items sent to those libraries by the L.E. Phillips Library. 
 
 
FINE EXCEPTIONS 
 
There shall be no fines for Home Delivery customers.  The Circulation Manager or 
designee may authorize fine deductions or deletions in special circumstances.  The 
Library Director or designee may delete fines for a day of inclement weather if the overdue 
items are returned to the library on the day following the inclement weather. 
 
 
HOLDS 
 
Hold requests will be taken at the library, by telephone, e-mail, or by mail on all circulating 
items in the library's collection except for browsing paperbacks, big books and board 
books.   Customers may place their own hold requests on the automated library system 
either by using the library’s computer in-house or remotely. 
 
A library cardholder may pick up and checkout items placed on hold by another 
cardholder only if either one of the two following conditions applies: 
 

1) The library has a signed release on file from the person who placed the hold, 
listing that cardholder as a person authorized to pick up the hold;  
or, 

2) The cardholder shows sufficient identification that he or she is a member of 
the family (or agent) of the person who placed the hold and that he or she was 
requested by that person to pick up the items.  Sufficient identification shall 
include, but shall not be limited to, current proof of the same address and 
surname. 
 

iPads can only be picked up by the library cardholder for whom the hold was 
placed. 
 
 
RENEWALS 
 
Customers may not renew items with holds on them or exceed the number of renewal 
periods as defined under the “Loan Period in Days” section of this policy. 
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ACCESS RESTRICTIONS 
 
Parents or legal guardians may request in writing that their children (17 and under) be 
denied access to checking out, or limited to checking out, materials that are readily 
identifiable and easily discernible to library staff.  Examples of such requests may include, 
but are not limited to, the following:  
 

1) deny access to R-rated videos or DVDs; 
2) allow access only to G, PG and non-fiction videos and DVDs from the adult 

collection.  This prevents children from access to unrated videos or DVDs of 
feature films. 

3) deny access to compact discs with “parental advisory” warnings; 
4) deny access to all videogame software; 
5) allow access only to videogame software with a specific rating, such as E 

(Everyone). 
 
 
CUSTOMER REGISTRATION PERIOD 
 
Library cards shall not be issued for a specific time period and have no set expiration 
date. 
 
 
PERIOD OF TIME INACTIVE CARDS WILL BE RETAINED 
 
If a customer has not used his/her card, that customer’s record shall be deleted from the 
database.  Twelve months after the last activity or update date, the customer's card shall 
then be invalid.  Customers whose library cards are blocked for fines, and overdue items, 
will be retained on the database through six years after the last activity date. 
 
 
RETENTION OF CIRCULATION RECORDS 
 
Unless otherwise specified, records of circulation transactions are eliminated from the 
database upon completion of the transaction. 
 
Retention of customer application forms will be in compliance with applicable record 
retention laws. 
 
 
NUMBER OF ITEMS 
 
A customer may have a maximum of 100 items at any one time, subject to the restrictions 
listed below. 
 
Interlibrary loan to libraries shall be exempt from this limit since the materials go to the 
libraries and not to individual customers.  Restrictions include the following: 
 

10 books on cassette/disc 
10 videocassettes 
20 compact discs 
8 DVDs (adult) 
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5 DVDs (juvenile) 
2 computer software (juvenile) 
2 computer software (young adult) 
1 iPad 

 
Exceptions can be made to customers with particular needs. 
 
 
INTERLIBRARY LOAN LIMITS 
 
Customers are limited to ten (10) five (5) interlibrary loan requests a week. and a total of 
one hundred (100) per year.  The 100-item limit relates to items that come in and are 
"ready for pickup."  There are times when a request is submitted and the library is not able 
to obtain that item for a variety of reasons.  These requests would not count towards the 
limit of 100.  Interlibrary Loan staff may make exceptions to these limits in special 
circumstances. 
 
 
ADDENDUM 
 
 
FINES 
 
Level One – Desk Clerks have the authority to waive fines in the amount of $5.00 or less.  
This allows Desk Clerks the flexibility to work with those customers with legitimate 
excuses on the spot and satisfy them. 
 
Level Two - Assistant I and II, “Managers on Duty” have the authority to waive fines of up 
to $25.00. These fines will be waived under the judgment of the Assistant who is 
“Manager on Duty” at that time.  This gives customers an instant resolution to their 
problems without having to wait for a response from the Circulation Manager. 
 
Level Three - The Circulation Manager has the authority to waive fines of any amount. 
The Business Manager or designee will periodically review reports of fines forgiven.  Fines 
relating to a bankruptcy would be cleared after being instructed to do so by the Business 
Manager or designee. 
 
 
REFUNDS 

 
When a customer pays for an item which he/she has lost and finds the item within 30 
days, a refund will be given for the items if returned in good condition, minus the fine 
which would have been charged.   
 
No refunds will be given for payment of an iPad and/or any individual accessory 
once payment is received. 
 
No refunds will be given for payment of an interlibrary loan item once payment has 
been received. 

 
Circulation staff is allowed to refund items from the cash register if the amount to be 
refunded is $15.00 or less.    
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Any item in an amount over $15.00 will have to wait for a check from the Business 
Manager. 

 
In cases where a customer tries to return an item that is past the 30-day deadline, the  
Circulation Manager has the authority to override the 30-day deadline under certain 
situations:  
 

 If the customer returns the item with the receipt and they were not given 
information regarding the 30-day return policy, or 

 
 If the item returned falls into a 7-day “grace period” after the last day of the 30-day 

period (essentially giving the customer 37 days to return the item) 
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    Number: 1 
    Category: Circulation and Collection 
      Development Management  
 
 
 
 

 
Policy Title:  CHARGES TO CUSTOMERS FOR LOST OR DAMAGED ITEMS 
Date adopted: 10/21/82    
Date amended:  06/16/83; 09/13/84; 09/16/88; 02/17/89; 08/18/89; 03/19/93 
Date last reviewed: 09/17/09  

 
 
Customers will be charged for lost or damaged items as described below: 
 

1. The purchase price listed on the automated circulation system database. 
 

2. If no purchase price is listed on the database, customers will be charged the list 
price recorded in Baker & Taylor’s Title Source. 

 
3. If no purchase price is recorded in the places listed above, customers will be 

charged according to the standard list below.  Recommended changes are 
approved by the Library Board.  Refunds for lost item or missing parts 
payments, minus any accrued fines, will be issued if the lost item is returned 
within 30 days of the payment.  Items found in the library shall be refunded at 
any time. 

 
          
PRINT MATERIALS 
 
Adult Materials 

Hardcover non-fiction  $ 29.00 
Hardcover fiction  $ 22.00 
Softcover non-fiction  $ 18.00 
Paperbacks  $   8.00 
Magazines    $   5.00 
Pamphlets    $   1.00 

 
Juvenile Materials 

Hardcover fiction & non-fiction $15.00 
Paperback    $  7.00 
Magazines    $  5.00 
Big Books    $20.00 
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AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS 
 

Art Reproductions $130.00 
 

Books on Cassette $8.00 per cassette (if individual replacement cassettes 
are available) 

 
Books on Cassette $40.00 (if individual replacement cassettes are not 

available or if the replacement title is now only 
available on CD) 

   
 Books on CD   $8.00 per CD (if individual replacement CDs are  
     available) 
 
 Books on CD   $60.00 (if individual replacement CDs are not  
     available) 
 

Compact disc   $18.00 per disc  
 

Canvas art bag  $25.00 per bag 
 

Cassette book kit  $ 18.00 
 
 CD book kit   $ 20.00 

 
Video game software  $ 40.00 
 
Census Microfilm  $ 20.00 
 
DVD    $ 25.00 per disc 
 
Map    $ 10.00 

 
Videocassette   $20.00 per video 
 
iPad    $1500 (placeholder) 

 
 
MISSING PARTS 
 

1. Containers and cases with cataloging information:  $5.00 
 
2. Any material contained with the item and deemed important enough by 

Technical Services to note either on the item itself or in the item’s catalog 
record:  $5.00 

 
3. Individual iPad accessory cost charges are per list in item record. 
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    Number: 6 
    Category:  Circulation and  
      Collection Development  
      Management 
       

 
Policy Title:  LIBRARY CARDS   
Date adopted: 11/18/82    
Date amended: 03/21/85; 05/15/87; 12/15/89; 02/19/93; 04/16/93; 10/16/98; 

02/21/02; 08/15/02; 11/19/09   
Date last reviewed: 11/19/09   

 
 
FREE LIBRARY CARDS 
 
Free library cards will be issued to persons of any age who are residents of the State of 
Wisconsin. 
 
 
REPLACEMENT CARDS 
 
When a customer has lost his/her card, a replacement card will be issued.  A charge of 
$1 will be levied.  This charge is non-refundable. 
 
 
TEMPORARY OR TRANSITORY RESIDENTS 
 
Temporary residents are persons whose permanent residence is outside the State of 
Wisconsin and who will be residing in Wisconsin for less than six months.  Temporary 
residents will be issued a library card for three months at a time. 
 
Applicants must provide proof of a local residential address for their temporary 
residence. 
 
Applicants must also provide a driver’s license or state id identification card. 
 
Transitory residents are persons not currently having a permanent address.  Transitory 
residents must provide proof of current residential address.   
 
The maximum number of items allowed on a Temporary or Transitory Resident’s card 
at any time is two (2).  This limit may be increased at the discretion of the Circulation 
Manager.  Temporary or Transitory residents may not check out 7-day loan iPads. 
 
Persons not meeting these requirements will be considered for a library card on a case-
by-case basis. 
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VISITING PROFESSORS AND COLLEGE STUDENTS 
 
Visiting professors and college students are eligible for library cards if they present a 
non-expired identification card from their college or university plus one other form of 
identification showing a permanent or current residential address.   
 
 
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN 
 
The signature of a parent or guardian is required on the application for a library card in 
the case of persons under the age of 18. 
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    Number: 7 
    Category:  Circulation and Collection 
      Development Management 
   

 
Policy Title:  LIBRARY CARDS FOR INSTITUTIONS  
Date adopted: 11/21/86    
Date amended: 11/19/09  
Date last reviewed: 11/19/09   

 
 
Cards may be issued to the following institutions: 
 

Governmental agencies and departments 
Hospital departments 
Businesses 
Nursing homes and group homes 
Schools 
Pre-schools and daycare centers 
Professional offices and clinics 
Schools of Higher Education 
Religious institutions 
Service organizations 

 
Cards will be issued only after receipt of a letter of application on letterhead, from a financially-
responsible officer of the institution, expressing the institution’s acceptance of responsibility for 
all fines, fees, and charges, including charges for damaged or lost materials.  The letter must 
also designate a contact person within the organization for handling any library matters. 
 
The same privileges and policies which apply to individual cardholders will also apply to 
institutional cardholders except that iPads may not be checked out on an institutional card.  
The institution assumes responsibility for any library materials checked out on its card.  The 
institution is responsible for ensuring authorized access to its card.  The Library will not maintain 
a list of authorized users for an institution.  The institution will notify the Library in the event their 
library card is lost or stolen. 
 
Institutional cards are not to be used by employees of an institution for their own personal purpose 
unrelated to their work.  They are expected to apply for personal cards for those purposes. 
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    Number: 10 
    Category:  Circulation and Collection 
      Development Management 
 
   

 
Policy Title:  USING OTHER PEOPLE’S CARDS FOR CHECK OUT  
Date adopted: 12/01/81    
Date amended: 11/18/82; 4/19/84; 11/15/91; 11/20/92; 10/16/98; 02/21/02; 03/18/04; 
    09/17/09  
Date last reviewed: 09/17/09  

 
 
Customers must use their own library card to check out materials. 
 
EXCEPTIONS – These exceptions below do not apply to the checkout of 7-day loan or 
in-house iPads: 
 
Parents:  Parents may check out items on their children's cards without the children being 
present, except for parents who have fines or overdue items in excess of $10.00 on their own 
library card. 
 
Cardholders who have forgotten their cards:  A customers who has a current library cards 
but forgets to bring it may check out items once if he/she verifies his/her identity.  They 
customer must present his/her library cards the next time he/she checks out materials.  
Customers do have the option of declaring their cards lost and paying for a replacement 
cards. 
 
Cardholders who send someone else to pickup items on hold:  Cardholders may send their 
library card with someone else for the purpose of checking out library materials that are on hold for 
the absent cardholder only; however, if the absent cardholder has fines or overdue items in excess 
of $10.00 on their card, materials may not be checked out on that account. 
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